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This picture was ta ken Sept. 9, 1945 at the cop per
mining project near Hanawa, Japan.
T

'Fop row left to right: D'iaz Pablo, Jimmy Vaughn
Sedric Pearson Prewett, Silverstien, Brownell Cole
Sanford Brooks, M. Vidaurri, L. Witchard, Al Lopez
M. Torres, A''• Levis, Sisneros, J ack Brundage and
Glarence Shaw.
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EX-PRISONER OF WAR QUEST I ONNAIRE
1.

Name:
Current Address:

Br own e ll H. Cole, P O Box 654 , va : J_e y Ci t y, N.D. 5Ro72
Address at time you went into service :

/ Livin g i n Astorta, Ore go n a t tte t ~i e I e ntered s e r v l ce.
Birthday: ..

Born July 27, J 916 Li sb on , ND 5~ r5 4
2.

Family:

(spouse and children)

Single at the ti·i e I enter·ed
3.

s e r··: : c e.

Work and educational experience prior to going into service?
'·•

.

'-<

Hi gh Sch oo l ed ucat icn, Busi ~ess Sc hoo l , Sales ~an.

4.

-

Dates and place of entry into service?

Entered Military Service at Vanco uv er Barr acks , Vanco uver Wa s ho
Sept. 23 , 1940
5.

Summary of events from time of entry into service and until just
prior to capture or entering status as a POW?

Upon entering Military Service I chose to go to the Phil lipp ines
and the 31st Inf. sta-t ioned in t h e city of Manila.
I was assigned to "H" G,om-pany driving a ! ton weapons C8.rrier.
We ,were under constant .air attack from Dec. 8 , 1941 thro ugh :our
:· ·.iw.itmdrawl into Bataan Peninsula, we comple ct ed . our wi thdrawl on
D~cember 25 ~ 1941.
.
We fought . sickness , hunger and the Nipponese until we were
overwhelmed~by superior enemy forces o ~ the 14 Imperial ~a panese
Armyunder the eommand of General Masaharu Homma.
6. ~ ·· Uni~, Country, time, area, weather, etc., at time event occurred .

. ' · which resulted i;n . POW status?
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Desc_ribe milit~ry .o r other events that resulted in

y~~r·:-,:-~OW ,sta~us?

r;,.i

8.

Following your capture, describe what happened.
How many men were
involved? Where did you go? How did you go? What type< of pe~sonnel
(military or civilian) t9ok control of you?
.I
, Roughly 78,000 troops fought - on Bataan, 66,ooo Filipino.:~oldiers
led and supported by .about 11,000 Americans.
.
The Japanese were impat:ent to evacuate the peninsula so that
they might set up their artillary and launch a assault on the
heav i~'Y fortified:: island of c·:orregidor . = This accounts for the
infamous forced march from Bataan on which so many soldiers and
civilians were butchered by Japanese soldiers and Japanese _officers.
We were mar ched in blocks of 100 men ninty miles in talcum dust
and heat, with out water or rest, we were made to stand sometimes
for hours in the tropical sun, defecatin g. and urinating as we stood.
Clouds of blow flies followed the columns, if you stumbled or you
fell you were either bayoneted.~. run over or shot.

9.

Were you able to hide or escape? If so, tell what happened. Where
did you hide? Food? Clothing? Water? Weather? Sleep? et'c .

To any civ ilian who was responsible for the ca p ture of a American
t h ey were rewar de d wit h on e hundred kilo of rice.

10.

- 11.

How did your escape end?
enemy?

Returned to U.S. control?

Discovered by

Could you describe in sequence the various places you were interrogated and the methods of questioning the enemy used?

We were not i ~t e r o~ated

:. . ' . -~ ..-/•

12 '! ;·_~ 1Did ., y,b'u :hav~ .'~ ;~.~ apori :on.1: .y ,o u~§.el~ ,:·iWb:e n you .were
ef.f e~t your treatment ? ~· ...;.

:_:s:;; .:. .1 .~;:..:-:..~ . .·.

·: . _1:·'.__r,.

person .found with
_

13.

. -~-

Were ·you at any time c'onsidered a civilian or an enemy spy · :pr _a
wrong
,:J.}:~tion·~ lity?
·.:.· ·I:f
. ._$0, .. how ·.,did .,~his _.e ffect
your treatmeht.~ ·.
.
.
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When captured or escaping, what clothing or equipment were you
wearing? What changes did the enemy make in your clothing?
·
.. ,;-l
1 · i.

15.

What was your first food you received after your capture and what
was your food from that date on?

Food was nearly non-existence from the time of capture until we
arrived at Camp O' ~,onnell, we wer e not prisone rs of war but \
c aptives.
16.

Did your nationality, religion, or race have a bearing on your
treatment from the enemy?

Th e Ja panese Ca ~n ~o mm an de r t old us th at t he Japne se hated
A:neri car.s a1~ d t h2.t fe w wr:, ,;l.d l e ave this ca r;1p aliveo

17.

What was . your impr ession of your captors? Were they arrogant,
considerate, professional , troubled, confused, anxious, etc.?
The J a~-.a n e s e s 0 ~ dj e r j n -l_, r; v:!1. ., :::· e h ::ind s we we r e c elivered was
t 1.::. rt c f a h a.r d , b ~ 'J -t ~ 1 ~ "' _ =- ' j ta r y s .' · s t em , where ph ys i c a 1
p u ~ is h:-v, ~Y) t wa s r ou ti YJe . :-i ,:c, \,::; c: fi:e rc e 1y i n d o c-t:r i na t e d neve r
t
su.r r e nde r. n e Le l d j 1 c -·. ~ .-:·. ,.·.t th 0 sc -t- :, -1a t d i d.
2

.1

-Were y6a ·. ~none· ot· :~w1 t ,h .,other~? :'.:How ··mazfy? · -' Same unit t .·
Other ·services? t >ther nationalities_, etc.?
· · · ~.1- ••,;~
1
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At ·time :-.o·f your ·c apture, did you have "hi9her ·o_r lowei ·ranking: ~persons
with you? · Did the diff~rence in ±ank effect you?

19.

'J

American officers were humiiiated, slapped. and beaten in front ·
of eve~yone . The soldiers wo uld often make the officers come to
attent~on and then they would urinate on them as they stood at
attention.
·
•
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Following your capture, how did you feel about your family at home,
and at what point or time did you feel they probably knew about your
POW status?

I Wijs ·confident that our govern ~erit had c ontacted my family at
home with the news of the surrender and that we were a ll missing
in actiono

21.

When did you receive your first letter, package or information that
your family knew of your capture?

I re c e i ved my f i rst lett er fr om home aft er the war was over,
t h e le tt er was da te d t wo years befo r e .
22.

In regards to your interrogation or questioning--was this conducted
formally at a spec i al camp or location? Did you have special or
skilled interrogators? What did they want to know? How long were
you there? Then where did you go?

I
l

. ..
'

23.

H.o~

We

d,fd _you ~eeJ- the war was gp~ng wl1en yoµ were captu~ed; , f ··,,;:-' ': _ ;,< _.:
had been promised the biggest convoy of ships the. )iw"a~id. _hacf .
1

ever .s~en, all.we ha~ to do was hold out until they °got ·there • .
We believed this unt1~ the last day of fighting, we qelieved this
_long_ afte!:._ we _r otted 1n _tJl.EL .C_amns. __ _
_ .. __ : . . -------- - ·· -· - ·- - ..

, ~~

24.

Did you think you would eventually get home?

·,· ··

Those whh lost their spirit and lost the will to live, thos:~ · who
didn't beli~ve they would make i _t are still over there. _··:. :" .:',~: ·
--- .... ----.--

- .~

-·- - -

/;,, .. ,~- \
·,

25.

...

'

. . ..,.

-1.

Did you have an opportunity to observe -the · enemy in·- ·combat, , b:.-_a ining,
camp, -or moving from one place to another?

We didn't have the opportunity to see the Japanese in training.

26.

Did you suffer any injury at the time of your capture? What was
done about your injury or illness following your capture?

I was weakened fr om maln1 1tr iti on but eventually adjusted to the
adverse conditions a nd was a bl e to surv ive.

27.

At your permanent camp or camps, would you describe your conditions.
Food? Living area? Beds? Food ration? Health? Water? Weather?
Number of men? Guards? Size and location of camps? Organization
in camp by enemy and by U.S. forces?
Ca r11rJ O 'D onri el l w2s unor [,an izPd , very lit t le wri te r , v ,~ ry lit tle
f ood . the d eath ra t e wa s s ky hig h, t h is wa s t h e end of the ''March"
I was in this c amn ne qr }y f our we ek s.
C2.m-c :·-~ri . 1 - Cabw;atuan , I s Dent 2 } y e ar s j n t h is c a mp , I .a:T ived
s 1": ·.~ t 1 v a fter t h e c 2.r·n-' wa s - s el e c t e d and t h e de at 11 rate wa s ne ar 1 y
o:::e 11- ,;d "'.'· e d r\ P;. a d 2 y, w2 we re pu t i n s ho r,t=..r .s s quad s, t h is mealtt
c ~ e rim· e s c .?. e ~; , t e :1 me n w 2 11 he s Yo t . b e d bu gs a nd 1 i c e a d ri e d to
2 u r :~j s e ::.·· .t . Ve work c<3 a f a rm det a. U , b ui lt air fi eJ dE 2cn ~ wer e
S e } e C t E~d f C r
d e ta i J. S t C . 0 the r j S ~ cl r. ·~S a ; -d t he J a ~an 8 E e h r, ffi e
l a:id
r .

1

__J

-~-- ~ .

. .2 8 • · Whi

i~/.·~en::. your . r,~rmariin t .·camp·; .'did · yoti

~ar?" <\vl:lat did

~guards

know

say about ' 'the 'ending

~its -0f inf6~maii6i on the progress ·or the war would
·the camp from t~~ :underground, it was very l.i ttle. ·
--

--·-·· - - -

If you worked fn camp or lived in work camps, please descri~e _' ·.i our
daily transportation, work, food, punish~ent, etc.?

2.9 .

7

We had a large farm detail the food we raised went to feedtthe
Japanese soldiers, we would get ~ery little of what we r~ised.
We also built a Japanese fighter strip, it was never used , Details
were taken from Cabanatuan to other locations to build bridges,
clean up Bataan, load ships and build air strips on other islands.

30.

Was your camp or camps ever bombed or damaged by the enemy or
friendly military action?

On January 30th 1945 assmall band of American Rangers and Filipino

BUerillas struck the c amp and liberated more then 500 prison_E!rs before
the Ja~anese could kill them, as per their orders in the event of resc~

31.

Could you describe your roll call or counting procedure in camp?

We had what the Jananese call ed ''Tinko" where we wo ·ld count off in
Japanese as we woul d do when we held a formation tiefore the wae.

32.

What type of guards did you have?
Service, etc.?

Age?

Rank?

Weapons?

Number?

Gur guards weEe v ery low in inte]li~ence, mostly from Formosa, I
o s ay that they were ar u n d 3 0 yrs o f a ,.,. e •

w ·" u l

I

Latrine? , ,Ration ·.,distri,bution? \ Hours?
. · Recreation, etc.·?
.

Cabanatuan had been built for a Philippine Army division .-·~ lt ,was :.·>
located on se'v eral ·:h undred acres of treeless wasteland near ·the : .,-:~ ·
foot of a high range ·<>f m_c untains. There were some one · hundred .-:-?'·
_cantonment-type bambo·o barracks within the 14 ·f oot barbedwire " . . , ·
·.~:enclosure. About six thousand half naked prisoners milled about !th~

.
Several

,_..~·..ca·mp

·

···::~+-:-r!

.

guard towe~s were located a bout th~ fence with sentries
dlosely scrutini;ing the movements of the prisoners.
.
·
Our latrines wasestraddle trenches, the ground around them were . :
covered with mag~ots.
A watery rice called Lugao was watedssued in the morning, dry rice
and ~iiled potatoe vine was issued at noon with the evening meal
of dry rice, camote and a small piece of carabao(water buffalo).

34.

Could you describe the men close to you or the men you knew best?
How did you get along with them?
_.,.r--rv, -

Many of my close friends are now dead, many of t hem I still dream
of. A small handful I have had the opportunity to visit, it is a
very st ,ong kinship one that you cherish.

l'
.· _.1

',.
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-
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:·:, :. '?\:··.:i:./'.'. ,. '

Co.u ld ~,you t.ell·; ~~9ut ·_epidemics _,. or -· sickness in ·camp.? ::::' :.w};):,~'t/ -~e~e··
medical . facili t~~s?t· ·--.How were you medical.ly ·treatea . ·,iri'~·.o,a,iitp? r•.: ... · ;

35.

_·,~.

·.' /.

:1 ~.·. :·.·~.~ ./~

x.<: ·-: ·. :-·;.:..- . ·:

}\11 forms of malnutritution prevailed to epidemic portion~ 'dysentery
J»tlfar the worse, everyone was reduced to skeletonized human be.~ ngs.
Sanitation was a eerious problem from the beginning. Flies were ·\ - :
everywhere, big and blue ones that just hung in the air and bu%zed.
We had only the medicine that the doctors were able to carry ·_,011,::_them
.when they marched· out of Bataan.
·, ,..:· , ·

36.

Were any prisoners killed in camp or taken from camp and disappeared?

Executions were frequent and were for minor infractions, beatings
-were commonpplaee
37.

Could you -describe the ration or food distribution system? How
much? Fresh, canned, stale, dried, etc.? Local foods, Red Cross
parcels, parcels from home, trade with guards or civilians?

Kach meal we were given at canteen cup of watery rice, some bad \
tasting greens and sometimes we received a small piece of carabao
meat and a small helping of mongo beans.
_\

38.

Describe the t y pe of work or responsibilities you were assigned
within the camp from frien dly or USA prisoners?

I contribute my survival tn t he great urge I had to live, t o come
home a w , be able to tel1 of my adventure. I was only 24 yrs of age
and "Hot To Trot". I did have co"1plete faith in God ano in our Armed
Forces, it was just a matter of me holding out.

I

39.

What were some of the things that kept you going while in camp?
Your health? Age? Faith in U.S. Armed Forces? Religion? Family?
A~d from other prisoners?

40.

Did any prisoners become mentally sick or irrational in camp and
were they removed?
Prisoners tha t suf .~ er ed frnm mentn.l n robl 2r:1s wer e is ':) la t 2d in
a locked building. They see mdd to dis ~p~ e q r from the ca mp and
were not h e a rd f r o -·1 a a in.

41.

Did you have any secret radios, newspapers or outside news sources
in camp from which you received information? What information did
the enemy give you?

I have often heard that there was a radio in Cabanatuan and
t <at it wa.s well hedden from the Japanese.
N:ews as to the progress of the war wa s sne eked into the camp
by the underground, the Japanese only gave us news th:l.t plea sed

them.

':.l, \ .
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.·.·.···,:_ .. -1

pid you haye any seriqus illness in camp? ·

.,.' ,j·¥-;t ;~·tli~lli;:;e~-;· i;:;-th; -c-;;P w~sfoilowed ;,~~y-;h;~t1Y-bY- de;_-th
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any riots in camp?
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44.

How did you first know that war was coming to an end7

I was in ~apan whe n the wa r ended,,,,we he ard sirens bl owi ~g
t his r:1 e Br!I t t h· •t en e , .~y p 1 an e s were ~1 e 1.r
b y and to take cover, so on the qll cle ~r wa
sounded. That ~i ~e
t h e Ja r ane s e with drew the old ~ :u :::.,-, rl ·::i..n.c1 re placed it with y ._J u~ :r:
Japanese boys wea r in ~ t he old [;1):::tc d m i for ns.
in the Va 1 -: e y b e 1 ow u s ,

45.

What were some of the tricks you · played on guards?

46.

What about escape procedures and methods used by you or others
that you have knowledge of or direct information about?

The Japanese had a roster of all POWS----they k ept t h is roster
in 10-man squads, one man escape t hey wo uld check the r ster and
*lll determinethesquad the escaped Man was in and within 36 hrs
1shoot the nine remaining men, makin g sure everyone wa s a wj tness
/This _was a deterrent, we were out brothers keeper.
0

47.

Were you ever bombed by friendly or enemy aircraft?

I lef~· the Phillippines on a old Japanese freighter called the
l'foto . ~;r:u _ in August of 1944 bound for Moji Japan •.

We spent-· 21 days. naked in the heat· of this hold. no- f'ood-, no · ··· ~:.) ,·.
Air, no w~ter. we were jammed in so_ tight: that we could not
move to take care of ourselves, we releaved ourselves where we
sat •. the body acid burned our bodys. ·
Once during the trip the Japanese took us out of the hold to top
side to wasti us down with sea water~ Needless tosay- this was
agony as our bodies w· re already scalded from body waste •
..

(

or· 1945 I realized I had reached t he
endurance . of mp strength.1 I could not survive another winter in
the copper mines of Japan.

Dtlri.ng· the summer months

_1,'

49.

When were you close to death or felt all was not worth living and
you probably would die or be killed?

50.

Could you tell about any special religious observances by the enemy
or special occurance when they rela x ed or tightened security rules?

51.

Would you describe in detail any particular holiday, if observed,
by enemy or prisoner s, . such as, New Years or Christmas.

Christmas lJay of' 1944 was the worst day of my lfe. I had just
been releas ed :from a .. Make Shift .. hos pital in the prison camp
in Hanawa Japan aft er being beaten and locked up by the guards.
r was sent to rjJ.yt barracks wh ~ch was dark cold and very bl eak,
someone had a concertina and was .playing Christmas 6arols
and the guys were gathered around a pi tiful €1'.hri stmas Tree and

singing carols. I lost complete c ontrol of my se lf and cried,
It · was the worst day of my life :
..

.,

~

. ,,

52.

How did you feel about fooq in camp? How did enemy food agree with
you? What was food? What were utensils? What did you make to eat
with? Pots, pans, cups, plates?

In the. Phillipp ines we had asmall portion of rice a n d a watery
soup. the soup was made from potatoe tops or some type of green
weed that was tropical •. We did get a :form of bean it was called·
,.,. '1t;>ngo Bean and it did h~ve a nourshing. e:f.fect.,, we ate fr om cans
.,/·C oconut shells broken dishes ·or mess kits taken .from the dead.
··' -

., -

- - -
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camps?
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. Yes~ we were .aware of many c.iV:~lian p~tison
-----:---·

54.

-------- . -
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-
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In r~ference to your mind ·or yo·u r,self, how do you feel· -,y ou ·held up
. in camp? Did -you suffer periods o-f depression, crying, ·hysteria/ · '
headaches, loss . of memory, etc.? -H6.w ab.out the other men in camp?
How do you feel you and others were -able to live without nervous . . .
breakdowns?
'
,_
: . .. '.!.

C,

' .·

Our minds were occupied with finding food, c-igarettes,
money, medicine or we were always thinking of how we
.
could get ou# of work details or thinking of many deviating
methods
to make our lives more tolerable.
This had a lot to db with keeping me alive the two &·- half years /
I was in the Cabanatuan Campl.
/.

If

55.

j

How do you feel other American POW's behaved or acted while in enemy
hands? -Please do not name an individual by name if you feel their
behavior was not correct or up to the standards you set for yourself.
Th e Americar and F ~~ i l lip iv-_c s o ldier that I was i n pris on wi th
h~d gr e 2t s ~rviv a l ins tin ic~ u~d 0r t h e ad~er s e c on diti on s t ha t '
we 1Ived, tteir ~ge~ u ' ty w~3 exce eded onl y by th e ir de s i re t o
li ve o

56.

Towards the end of the war, what were first signs that the war was
corning to an end in our favor?

57.

How did the enemy guards or administrative personnel treat you towards
the end of the war or when it was ap parent the enemy would lose the
war?
We we ~ e to ld t r_e w8. r :,,_--=;_ d ~nde d by ::: u~ c·--..::1p 2 nr",:nar-, der Ltr. tr. e
ca mp a t Hana·Na J ap2n , ·19 Tn. e hvo ~r ea-t cc:;l..~:-;. try s ha d c o me to a
agre e ment " and t hat we wculd be lea-.r~:1 ~ :~·: e c a,:lp soo n f or our
ovm " l ov ir_g " co ur1t ry·o In t h e rT e an -:i"Yle Amr.::-!,..c n Pl a t.es would
b e d ro p p i g f o o d , ~e di c~ n ~~d c ~ot~i n~ ~~ ~ s o

58.

Could you describe how your POW status ended?

59.

When or where did enemy guards leave?
at the end of the war?

60.

What did the American staff a_t the camp do at the end of the war?

61.

At the end of the war, where did you move?
Y6ur health? Your morale?

Did guards say or do anything

What was _your food?

We l.eft fhe :-.s I-fe'" -of -fhe- prison camp by foot" a nd marched to the
J"apariese, villiage of Manawa and boarded a trairr, this was ~1t
. ... · mtdtiight Sept. 20, 1945-~ The men sang, cried· and swore, theyy: ·. . ;- ., : kept _singing tl;le B'attle Hyrm of The Republic-', I still break·
_., · dt>wr;r: .wpen eveir_][ hear this Hynno~
.....- ·::.. We were taken · to a coastel town of Sendai where we saw/. our .
i: :.· :::·:' ·fir~i·f _whi te· 110merr: in Ji years ~
1i/~i , Pla.'becf aboard
beautiful white hospital ship, examined by ·'-,.·.
.r
'.:-'·-tr. s ~:·~:~doctors an~ · sorted out acc-ording to our Phtc'i Cal cond i.tion
·.:r~,.,.::,.,'.'""fr, ·-· ;·:g,it~e# ·:ffbqd·: and" ej othing.
~/- _
·
·:.-·:··:"

r\

, ,..; •.s•c-~~'1"- ·iU'~i:tt::t.x:
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62.

Could you describe some of the confusion that took place when you
were liberated at the end of the war? Time, place, friendly or
enemy forces involved, food, health, morale, POW discipli ne in
camp, contact with U.S. military forces, etc.?

63.

After liberation or the war ending, what happened? Did you move as
an individual or group, go by foot, train, bus? Where did you go,
to another U.S. camp?

64.

What happened at your camp prior to returning to the States? Did
U.S. military officials interroqate you, examine you physically,
give you food, clothing, etc.?
'

- ...... ,..

-

-

. ..:..

-

....

- ........

\.

_;___

-
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I w:enrtt AWOL and left the Hospital -Ship by boarding a U. s;
Destroyer ~twas going to ~o kyo, in Tokyo I boarded another
d~stroyer and~ proo-eeded to 1'fa.ni.l a the Phillippines, no lflfll/lf
one·· interferred\ I was ·almowe<f: tb db just as-· I pleased:.
Upon ·reaching Manila :rr wimt to the 29th r ·eplacement depot where::·
:U .found many of my frie11ds ,.; that. had beert liberated at other
camps- in Korea, Manchurla',_ Japarr· and t · ·he .Phillippines :,. There
1[ rec~ived ·$1.oo.oo and . was left to.: ~edide ·. ~hen I wanted to go .

home-~ ·

·

·

.• :

·

1
•\
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65.

How, when and where did you arrive back in the United States?
you stay at some camp? Did you go home by train?

Did

I arri v ed in t :1.e U.S. Oct. 1 4, 1 9itj :, ~ Hs.m i l t::m Field 3.nd- w3. s

tak e n t o Letterman Hos n it ~l wh e~e I ~ec ei,ed a miner exa ~i ~~ ti 0
and wa s i n t err oga t ed a~ d iss u ed clo th~ ng.
We wer e only the ±.e: a s hort tim e b e:: r e we we r e DUt aboard a
hospi tal t rain and shi ppe d t o Sc ~~ek Ge ne ral Ho~nital in
Clint on , Iowa

66.

What things today remind you of prison life in your day to day living?

67.

Do you have an complaints about how you have been treated since your
POW days?

I.

.\ I have nothing but praise f or the

VA Adm i ni str at i on a nd th e

\ way the y have tak en car e of me .

Do you have a picture of yourself prior to being a POW, preferably
a picture in uniform? Do you have a picture of yourself following
the war? Do you have a picture of yourself and your family recently
taken, or taken within recent years? Any or all of these pictures
would be appreciated. They will. be returned to you after we have
mq_q~ . qopies of_ j;pem.
. - -

68.

r r I , am _enc l osing a
picture of 15 of us tak en i n Hanawa J aparn
_·,- s~_o r:lY .~rte ~ Americ~n ~ 29 had -been dr opping foo d and med icin~

.;, to us •

. ci~ :,; ~; ;havtf'~ny co;ies of tel~grams from the War Departrn~-~ t o; . the
o ~-s. -Government regarding your becoming a POW? Or your ·release ,
6:t war · time ' status as a POW? These or copies of these ',i .oulq be ,
appreciated ~- _If you wish them returned, they will be . s.e~.t back_
to Y9~~-. . .- __ .
. , _··
_
,.. · ... : , -·· :i·'.···.... ,. __:_ __,___., ______ _

--.· ' ~e s ·'·Fdo •'have . C·-Opies o:( t elegrams_·-· f r o·m t h'; , War IIepar~ment cit ..
·;: ._.:· ~~,i:~;,:· yo~Jwi sh ~ou _.- can le t me k row wherr you w1:t 1.. P-~ · wa:1t.1n:g, thwse
-- · , · ·.· •..mak e copi
......
··:.,,/: es·.
.:·
,

"•,.',

"

',

..

;

.

'

..:

70.

Do you have any letters or copies of letters you sent home or
received from home during war or during period you were a POW?
These or copies of these would be appreciated . They also will
be returned if you so indicate in your reply .

71.

A few POW ' s were able to return to th e U. S . or home with a few
articles they may have made, been gi ve n or in some way secured in
POW camp.
Some of these could be : pa per notes , camp regulations,
clothing, cigarette lighter, insign i a, hand made pans or pots,
special cans used in camp , small tools, etc.
If you have any of
these, we would appreciate a picture o f them .
If you desire they
could be sent with this report and we will take a picture of them
and return them to you if you so desire.

72.

The above questions or suggestions are limited and you may write
or explain many items not included; therefore, feel free to express
yourself in any manner you desire .
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PRISONER OF WAR CAMPS IN JAPAN & JAPANESE CONTROLLED AREAS

AS TAKEN FROM REPORTS OF INTERNED AMERICAN PRISONES
LIAISON & RESEARCH BRANCH AMERICAN PRISONER OF WAR INFORMATION BUREAU
BY JOHN M. GIBBS

31 July 1946

HA~ AWA SENDAI NO. 6
LOCATION:
This copper m1n1ng project near the town of Ha nawa was l ocated about SO miles from
the northe r n tip of the Island of Honshu in the mountains and a_pproximately e qui -distant
from the Pacific Ocean on the east and the Japan Sea on the west. The town of Aomori i s
,46 miles to the north. The towns of Futatsui & Kemonai flank Hanawa on the east & we st.
Sendai on the east coast of Honshu is approximat e l y 125 miles to the south. The c oo rd ina tes of Hanawa are 4Q011'N., 140°48 1 £.
Siz e of the compound was 130'x325'. A 12' wo od fence su r rounded th e i n stallatio n a nd
t he entrance, or north end of the compouns was fl a nked by a canal.
This camp was opened on 9 Sept. 1944 - new construction - and t h e first de t ail of
prisoners to occupy i t was composed of Americans from the Philippine Islands.
The work project (copper mining) was a short distance from the camp compou nd in a
north-westerly direction.

1.

-----

PRISONER PERSONNEL:
. A detail of 500 Americans, prisoners from the Philip p ines occupied Hanawa on 9 Sept.
1944 divided by service as follows: Army 300, Navy 100, Marines 100 = 500 . A contingent
of 50 British prisoners were sent to this camp a few months after the arr i va l of the
Americans which increased the total prisoner personnel to 550. Six American prisoners died
during the year of internment. The maximum camp popul a tion ( prisoners) at no time exceeded
550. Upon liberation of the camp in Sept. 1945, 494 American prisoners we r e _e vacuated.
· Col. Walker, A.AF was senior officer; Capt. E.P. Fleming, Jr., Army Medical Corps was
camp medical officer who , upon transfer to another camp was succeeded by Capt. Daniel
Galentenak, Army Med. Corps. Four other American Army officers were in th i s camp .
GUARD PERSONNEL:
Lt Osaka was camp commandant. The 2nd in command was Sgt. Takahashi, said to have been
more considerate of the prisoners than any of the other Japanese officials. A 2 star private had considerable voice in the camp administration, and he was rated by the prisoners
as cruel and despotic.
3.

'
GENERAL CONDITION:
(a) Housing Facilities: . The prisoners were housed in 3 barracks measuring 20'x150'
each, 2 of which were practically made into 1 building, and under a single roof, by being
brought together end to end, with a communicating covered passage way . The barracks were
located at the north end of the compound. The 3 barracks were made communicable by a
covered walk-way on the outside. Sheltered outside paths connected the prisoner barracks
with the Japanese administrative and sleeping quarters.
The barracks, adequately lighted, were constructed ~f wood with shingl = (wood) roofs
and packed dirt floors. They were very inadequately heated. The interior was of rough
wood without sheathing on side walls . or the 30' ceiling. Double deck sleeping platforms
lined either side of each of the 3 buildings into which straw sleeping mats has been placed.
Other buildings constituting prisoner facilities were 2 rectangular structures housing
: .the hospital, first aid room, doctors office and corpsmen quarters. ·These buildings were
made communicating. at 1 end by 2 latrines. Another structure "L" shape contained the galley,_·- a store room, a bake shop, a prisoner bath, a wash room & a latrine. There were 2
· l~trines at the west end of one of the barracks.
Tables>. and _b enches were placed _in the aisles of the barracks.
· (b) Latrines: Three latrines, squat type, conveniently · located, were adequate.
The · latrine buildings were floored with cement into which holes had been cut. Underneath
were cement pits which were emptied about each 3 months.
·_
(.c } ·Bathing: · Two tubs . of wood 12' square and about· 4 1 deep constituted the bathing
facilitfes. Each tub accommodated 6 to 8 prisoners simultaneously without a change of .
av·a ilable. The bathing · facilities were augmented by 3 cold water

4.
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(d) Mess Hall : The food was s·e rved in the barracks, therefore there was no mess
hall. The mess was drawn from the galley in wood .kegs by prisoner mess-men.
(e) Food: The food was prepared by American prisoners in large iron cauldrons.
Rice, of course, was the staple article of diet. The prisoners who worked in the mines
were allowed 625 grams per man per day of grain - rice and barley. The sick prisoners
were allowed 500 grams per man per day. On occasions all the prisoners were given soup
made from vegetables and meat. At other times putrid fish were served. Whenever meat and/
or fish were served the staple items were reduced to the calorific content of t hese diversions. On this diet the average loss in weight per man was approximately 25 pounds in
a little less than 1 year. The quality of all the it ems of fooa.. except the fish, was not
'complained of, although the lack of seasoning in co oking the food was mentioned by some
of the prisoners.
.
(f) Medical Facilities: The hospital was lo c ated in a separate wood building which
had been partitioned into 3 rooms, one of which ro om s was equipped with 20 wo od bunks.
The other 2 rooms (smaller) contained 5 wood bunks e ach. Heating facilities were poor and
there was a persistent dearth of medicine. The heati ng unit was 1 stove. The only fuel
available was what could be obtained by the prisoners, sometimes through unorthodox channels. The medical program was administered by a member of the Army Med. Corps under jurisdiction of Japanese authorities, who was assist e d by 3 prisoner corpsmen. The Japanese
,-~dical officer would go through the form of examing the prisoners monthly, but no bene_ ... ial results followed these examinations. There were no bandages or sterilizing equipment hence the bandages were used over and over again in hope that they would not set
up reinfection.
Regardless of the physical condition of the prisoners only a fixed number of them
would be released from work. Frequently the men were punished by a medical sergeant named
Yodo for reporting themselves to be sick.
(g) Supplies: (1) Red Cross - Y.M.C.A. - Other relief. Notwithstanding evidence
that the Japanese camp officials purloined articles such as food & cigare t tes from the
Red Cross parcels intended for the prisoners, there is no evidence of widespread theft
which fact may be detennined by the delivery of the equivalent of 5 complete food parcels
to each prisoner during the period of interrunent. An additional parcel was given the prisoners immediately after surrender. No claim is made that an accumulation of Red Cross contributions had occurred.
Doubtlessly the Japanese did not allow even reas onable use of Red Cross medicines and
medical supplies by the Anny Med. Official for the benefit of sick pris oners. This is
borne out by practically all of the prisoners who reported on this camp but the death rate
as low (a total ot' 6 out of 500 American prisoners) which perhaps is an i ndic:.1tion that
r.he Army Med. Officer was ingenious in overcoming to a large extent the refusal of the
Japanese to allow, to a reasonable extent, the use of Red Cross medicaments provided
for the relief of the prisoners.
(2) Japanese Issue: Upon arrival at this camp, the prisoners were issued: 1 thin and
1 heavy suit of clothes, also 1 hat and 1 pair of shoes. Later on the prisoners were
~
given captured British overcoats and a few pairs of socks. The issue of clothing by the
Japanese seems· to have been reasonably adequate.
(h) ·Mail: (1) Incoming:_ Very little mail was received by the prisoners. This
dearth is -in~attributable to lack of transportation than to · indifference on the part of
the Japanese . camp officials • .
(2) Otitgoing:1 ,. The prisoners generally could send a 25-word message each 3 to 6 months.
Som~ ~f the men occasionally were allowed to write 100~word letters home. This privilege
. was d:?duced to_· SO-word letters and . subsequently to 25-word communications. These latter
· '11ere ·: :·supposed· to:· be broadcas·t. It should be borne in mind ~hat all cormnunications prepared ·
· bY .the pti soriers - ~ere made . to . 6e of the propaganda type. ·. : · · · · · · .
·
·
, . . ,
· .
' (i)Work: . The enlisted men worked in the copper mine and the smelting plant near
the; ·c~p·. : Details were selected to work in the machine shop, the blacksm~ th shop and .i n
the ·ele.c t~~cat .· equipm~nt department. The prisoners working in the, mines frequently were
standini{ f~ water. The or~ was broken up by the use of sledge ~arnmers and very large .. _
depO,$~ t ( .; eqpire~ dynarni ting to. enable handling and loading:_ in the mine cars.. Th~ wo 7k
',• was dangerqus:; . t~e :~ lighting was poor and there were very .fe~ _safety contrivancies . in .the
·'· 'mine ~.::The: ·:prisorters, worked under the· direction of_civil,iartforeme.r iwho were..claimed to be
1
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The officers, s i x in mnnber, were engaged in camp supervision and administering
medical treatment.
There were ,_ no fatal accidents in the mining project.
(j) Treatment: Reports on treatment are conflicting. Compared with th e Philippine
Island camps one prisoner proclaims Hanawa to be "g ood". Another stated that from what
he could hear about other camps in Japan, Hanawa was not "too bad". Another prisoner
tells of brutal treatment of 6 prisoners who were bea Len and made to stand attention
outside the barracks for several hours in zero weather. This sentence was executed because of an admitted violation of a camp rule.
Sununing up the situation, there is no doubt th a t the men were worked hard, that they
were hungry most of the time, and that they were sh ort on medical supplies but there is
no evidence of sustained cruelty, planned indi gnit ie s or the deliberate humiliation of
the officers.
(k) Pay:
(1) Officers: Sarne as Japanese of f ic e rs of c omparable rank. tfo statement was made by the prisoners concerning deductions from pay and the maximum amount of
money the officers may be allowed to keep.
(2) Enlisted Men: The regular rate of pay was 10 to 15 s e n per day . The rate varied,
however, according to the job. Some of the prisoners were paid 30 sen per day, but it
is not stated how many of the men were paid the hi gher sum.
'
·
(1) Recreation:
None and no library.
(m) Religious Activities: Two Catholic services were conducted by priests; one
at Easter 1945, and the other at Christmas 1944.
(n) Morale: The morale of American prisoners at this camp as at t h e most of the
other camps in Japan, was high. They seemed to have possessed an abiding bei'ief that the
war would end soon by a c omplete American Victory.
· 5.

MOVEMENTS :
The entire remaining American contingent of 494 men were liberated 13 Sept. 1945.
After travelling 10 hours on a comfortable train the port of Shiogama, a suburb of
Sendai, was reached. From this port the men departed for the United St a tes.
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REPORT ON AMERICAN PRISONERS OF WAR INTERNED BY THE JAPANESE IN THE PHILIPP INES
Prepared by OFFICE OF THE PROVOST MARSHAL GENERAL

19 November 1945

CABANATUAN, MAY 27 th, 1942
LT-COLS. MORI, COMMANDER OF CABAN ATUAN PRISONERS OF WAR, CONCENTRATION CAMP
REGULATIONS CONCERNING CONCENTRATION CAMP
Chapter

I,

Gener a l Rul e s

Ar t.

1.

The following regulations will govern the Cabanatuan Prison e rs of Wa r Concentration Camp.

Art.

2.

Omitted.

Art .

3.

The Ca banatuan Prisoners of War Co nce nt ra tion Cmaps will be est ablish ed in two
places - Vis : No. 1 Camp and No . 2 Camp .

Art.

4.

Prisoners of War will be divided into 2 ca t eg ori e s - ie - Anny Pe rs onn e l a nd
Navy Personnel

Art.

5.

On admission - all prisoners will be c lassified as to special occup a tions or
capabilities.

Art.

6.

In assigning men to duties or to working details - only strong healthy prisoners shall be used. No sick will be detail ed for these projects .

Art.

7.

Hospitals for the care of the sick and sanitary facilities will be e stablished
in No. 1 Camps.

Art.

8.

Regarding the control of prisoners - it is essential that each prisoner make
himself responsible for his own proper conduct.
Chapter

Art.

9.

II,

Each camp will be organized
Prisoners Headquarters
(Same Surgeons to be
attached)

~3

Organization
follows:

GROUP I
Company 1----(Each Company
divided into
II
"
4 sections)
III
"
IV

.

GROUP II
Company V
VI
"
VII
"II
VIII

GROUP III
Company IX
X
"
XI
"
XII
"

Remarks (1) The above may be enlarged somewhat according to the category and
number of prisoners.
(2) Instructions regardtng the establishment of hyg.ienic facili t ies and
hospita l s will be issued separately •
Art..
:

. Prisoner Headquarters will be organized as follows : -

10. ·

2
1
1
1

. ·.

Adjutants (1 Anny and 1 Navy)
Transmitter of Orders
Officer in iharge of work details
Supply office~ .
Doctors (as available or assigned) ·

• 't~-~- :

Art. 11 • .. Th.~; ·commander of Prisoner Headquarters should-· as a rule - be
,·.

·:

.·.

.

.

a

senior Col.onel.

.

12 • . ' :E.:~c·h group wili. establish an office to be st:a_ffe~ by" 'the . foll°owin"g p"ersoni-iel:._.
,~_0,, . '._'.::. l -., Adjutant·

1
1
1
.. 1

..
:Transmitter of orders ·
., ·· ·; · . :- ·.
Officer in charge of w6rk details
Supply offi6er ·
Or 2 Doctors

.

·,. ,

.. ·.,:.

';

..-:.
;·

··:~-..

;

:··

.........:· ·...

·• ~

.··; ..,., ...

.

... •·.

Chapter II I.

Transmission of Orders

Art. 16.

Instructions regarding prisoners will be issued daily at 1600, at the office
of the Nipponese Camp Commander .

Art. 17.

A Prisoner Headquarters Adjutant or the Transmitter of Or de r s wil l be present
himself at the Nipponese Headqua r ters a t the above time .

Art. 18.

Emergency instructions concerning important items will be issued at other ti me s
wh enever necessary.
Chapter IV.

Special Inforn1ati on c onc erning t he ba rr acks

Art. 19.

Each barracks l e ader will detail a r e liable man who will be responsible f or t he
upkeep and cle anliness of barracks and ad jac ent groun°d s .

Art. 20.

The Commander of Prisoner Headquarters will i ss ue the necessary i n stru c tions
for the proper arrangement of clothi ng - be ddi ng - and ot her pe rs onn el be lon gings to insure neatn~ss and cleanliness .

Art. 21. · At the entrance of •~dch barracks a si gn will be posted indicating the f ollo win g
items: Classif i c ati on of prisoners ( Army or Navy) .
The names o f Officf r s and th e assistant sec tion leader of the barracks .
The number of non-commissioned office r s.
The number of privates .
Chapter V.

· Instructions concern ing allotment to Duty .

Art. 22.

Each group wi ll appoint an officer of the day .

Art. 23.

The Officers of the Day will be responsible to the Commander Prison e rs Headquarters for such items, in his own group - as the preservat i on of discipline adherence to regulations - precautions against fire - and proper sanitation in
his own group area.

Art. 24.

Each company will appoint twc non-commissioned officers of the day. The noncommiss i oned officers of the day , under the general superv ision of the officer
of the day, will see that the provisions of Art. 23, are complied with and be
respons i ble for the distribution of meals in-so-far as their own companies are
concerned.

Art. 25.

All prisoners who are on duty as Officer of the Day, Non-commissioned Officer
of the Day or as a patrol, will patrol inside of the fence of the concentration
camp at frequent i ntervals. Instructions regarding these patrols will be promulgated by the Corrunander of Prisoner Headquarters •

..· ·. Art. 26.

Each group wi 11 detail a mess sergeant and the necessary cooks to prepare the
group meals. Mass details will be? provided for by the group commanders and each
group should provide an equal number of men. In so far as possible mess details
shotild be changed weekly.

Art • . 27:.-. All reliefs from duty will be effected after supper.
Chapter VI.

. ~· . ,;

Fire Precaution ~

Each barracks will appoint a reliable man who will be responsible for the en,_forc_ement of fire - regulations and the fighting of fire · should it <occur.

·Art • . 28.

Ai::t.:.,_ 29 ·~.· · Smoking will not be al lowed in barr~cks buildings at · any time arid in other build....·'
, ings only ,;Jhen ash tr:ays are provided. Smoking wi:11 qe:- permitted .outside of
··: ·-(
-· buildings only at prescribed places - which wilt be· design.a ted.
A-. fire. br'i gade will be provided by each group •

.

...

~

Art. 31.. The .building of fires-other than those in kitchens and ·.as indicated below is
strictly prohibited. Burnable waste and refuse will be bur!le.d at. a designated
:place. under the supervision of a reliable man. · .... , ·- ··' . . \.
. .. . .
.
.

.. .

<<· Art _. ·: 3it +>Before ·· any: ,harr a-cks
-·

>.'_ ., .·

-

:(··'.

.. -;

is completely vacated-an .inspection . \~i 11 be· ma.de ·· for . t he
y:,· . purpqs·~: of __asc.e ,r taining that no fire· hazard· exist~s.; .,.. _ _ .
- ... ·. . .
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Chapter VII.
Art. 33.

Services

Orderly and kitchen details will be detailed as follows:
(a) Personnel necessary for preparing food, washing messing facilities and
cleaning the kitchen area will be ap portioned and detailed f rom each group. *
(b) One orderly will be allowed for e ach 2 officers.
(c) Each company will detail 1 runn e r for duty at the group office e ach d .1 y.
(d) Each group will detail 2 runn e rs for duty at the Prisoner Headquart e rs
each day.
(e) Two runners will be sent by Prisoner Headquarters for duty at t he Nipponese Headquarters each day.
(f) Other orderlies-when required b y th e Nipponese Army wi l l b e fur nish ed up on
receipt of instructions to that e ff ec t.
,',The Conunander Prison e r He adqu a rt e rs will co n trol the nurn bc 1· of s uc h
personnel required and submit a r e port to the Nipponese Camp He adquarters for approval.
Chapter VIII.

Daily Routine an d Conduct of Prisoners

Art. 34.

The daily program is as shown in Appendix 3.

Art. 35.

No one will leave the immediate vicinity of his own barracks unless duty-wor k ing
detail- o r going to and from the toilet, without permission from the barracks
leader.

Art. 36.

Lying down or sleeping in barracks during working hours is proh i bit ed, except
for those who are ill or for some other sufficient reason.

Art. 37.

The morning and evening roll-calls will be held by each barracks leader at the
designated place. After roll-call each barracks leader will report the result
of the roll-call to his Company Commander. The Commander will report this information to his group commander who will transmit the report to the Commanding
Officer, Prisoner Headquarter~. The Commander Prisoner Headquarters after receiving the reports of roll-calls furnished by the Group Commanders , will make a report to the Officer-in-Charge of Roll Call at the Nipponese Camp Headquarters.
During rainy weather roll-call may be held indoors.

Art. 38.

The Commander of Prisoner Headquarters, Group Commanders, Company Commander and
Officers of the Day should attend the roll-call f or each barracks at intervals
in order that they may become fully acquainted with the state and condition of
ail prisoners.
1

,,,.;.

·.

Sanitation

, Chapter IV.

Special attention must be paid to personal hygiene and camp cleanliness to pre-

·Ar~. 39~
·:- . ~; .

:···ven_t-

,·· .... ',,,#•"'·~; :

the .outbreak and spread of contagious . diseases.

.

.

.

40~

. Art.

Bedding and other effects wi 11 be aired in the su~light· at least . .- once a week
.-f~·- ,(~~- _ . _. anct~·.oftener if conditions permit, 3:n· places_ to be _designated later.
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case· it becomes necessary to isolate or remove ' a patie~t . to the· ho.s pit al,th~. _S urgeon of the Prisoner Headquarters wi 11 report · the facts to the· Su~geon ·
o f ::. the,- Nippo~ese Camp Headquarters and submit other· instructions. ··
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of each gr~up willbe h~Jp / r~s-ponsi.l~le fb i the cleanliconditions of kitchens & raf_rfnes
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Chapter X.

Maintenance

Art. 46.

Provisions for prisoners will be supplied by the Qu artermas t er Officer of t he
Nipponese Army to the Quartermaster Prisoner Headquarters .

Ar t . 47.

The Quartermaster Prisoner Headquart e rs will d ist ri but e provisions to each
group in accordance with its num er ical st reng th.

Art. 48.

Each group wi l l establish a group k i tch e n . Each section will provi de t he ne c e ssary containers and each company unit will draw f ood for t h e compa ny a t th e
group kitchens under the supervision of the non- c orruniss i o ned Offi ce r o f t he Da y .

Art . 49 .

The Mess Officer will issue food to each compan y in accorda nce wit h i_ts num e rical strength .

Art. 50.

Water in the Prisoner of War c onc e nt ra t i on camp wil l be us ed onl y fo r coo k i ng,
drinking and rinsing of the mouth ; u sag e for any ot h er purp ose is s tr ic tl y p r ohibited . Bathin_g & washing will be c arrie d out in p l ac e s p r e scrib e d by th e Ni p ponese Anny.
Chapter XI.
Mis ce ll ane ous Rules

Art. 51.

Prisoners will keep at least 2 me t e rs away f rom th e fence surrounding t he c ,>ncentration area.

Art . 52.

Prisoners will-so far as possible-answer calls of nature between sunr i se & s unset. Af t er sunset no one will be allowed to leave his barrac ks without pe rmission
of the section leader.

Art. 53.

Prisoner Officers of the Day & runners will wear specified ann bands on left a rm .

Art. 54.

Prisoners will, on all occasions, salute the Nipponese soldiers and corps.

Art. 55.

All work details will be assembled by 8:00 a . m. every day . Whenev e r necessary ,
special instructions in connection with work details will be issued at time.

Art. 56.

Penalties to be inflicted on }risoners will be decided by the Commander of t he
Concent r ation Camp.
Penalties will be of the follo~ing_S classes:

-

(1) Shooting

(2) Confinement in the Guard House

(4) Additional work

(3) Food reduction

(5) Reprimand

Art. 58.

The penalty for attempting riot, attempted or actual escapes will be death by
shooting.

Art. 59.

Penalty for opposing the orders of Nipponese Soldiers or insulting the Nipponese
Corps & Soldiers will be death by shooting.

Art. 60.

Each barracks will organize squads of about 10 men and i n case a member escapes

the squad to which he belongs will be jointly responsible , and the squad leader
and all members of the squad wi 11 be shot.
Art. 61.

Vioi"ations of any of the various regulations may - result in death by shooting or
in confinement to the guard house.

Art. 62·.

In addition, according to the nature of the offense, punishments will be inflicted as sanctioned by the Corrunande.r of the Concentration Camp. These regulations
remained in force during the life of Camp 3.
·
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Thes.e. regulations were· added to from time to time, as circumstances required _by
... _ Camp _General · Order·s . These additions were approved by; the Nippones_e·, and wer~ ·
'- ·,,< .,- for the most p·art instigated by them. These ·a dd:i.tion·s · were~ .
· -· ( 1 )-' 1 IMPORTATION . OF· PROHIBITED ARTICLES INTO CAMP . . . . '·· . · -.
. ' . ,_.-.
· 1. ;0· Any pri:soner who connnits an act which may-- .1eop_a ,r dise-· the comfort-well being_
or:. safety of the prisoners of this Camp as a whole' wi 11 be recorrunended for
severe . and Suumary punislunent.
.
~
. 2 / ..:._- Among s~ch act·s are the importation into Camp ~f ,intoxicat.i'ng· liquor, wine. beer-narcotics and other articles specifically · 1.n41eated by tl}e·:: Nipponese· ....
Auth9.r'·i ties'.
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racks. Work details were now placed under the superv1s1on and control of pennanently appointed officers , an administrative policy that proved very convenient, to the America n s,
at any rate, because it enabled each supervisor to know which men were in his detail eac h
day, and gave him a chance to "cover up" for those who were really sick.
Housing - The prisoners lived in barracks 50 x 15 1 in size , built of .bamboo and swali,
with roofs of cogan g r ass, and set up on poles a bout . 4 1 from the ground. Entr a nc e to th e
buildings was provided by an opening at e ither e nd, without a door . The interior of each
building was divided into 10 bays, each oi which contained an upper and lower ti e r made
of strips of bamboo. A board running from one wall to the other of each tier f o rm ed th e
bed on which the oc cupants of the tier lay. According to the original plan, e ac h bay was
intended to house 2 persons, but with the influx o f approximate l y 10,000 Am e r i ca ns prisoners in the first few months after t he camp wa s op e ned it eventually became necessary
to crowd as many as 12 men into each bay, with t he r e su l t that each buildi ng, whi c h ha d
been originally planned to acconnnodateonly 40 peo pl e , fin a lly hous e d more t ha n 100.
The overcrowded conditions, with the result ant we a r and tear on the quarters o f this ex cess population, seen brought the building into a sad state of disrepair. In many of th em
the bamboo strips were broken, roofs were damage d, and the sides of the buildi ng s caved in .
Nothing was do ne to remedy this situa . ion for some time . But eventual l y, as the men be ga n
to realize that their stay here was to be far longer then they had anticipated, they s a t
about devising ways and means of putting their living quarters into a more habitable condition. In 1943 a work detail was organized, whose duty i t was to keep the building s repaired. Thus, although nothing could be done to relieve the insufferable congestion of
the barracks, at least those they had were maintained in fairly decent shape •
.Drainage - The ground on which the camp was situated sloped from south to north, with
the result that during the rainy season the buildings in t h e northern half of the camp
were frequently flooded to above floor level ~ Trenches were dug around the buildings and
along the pathways through the camp in an effort to drain off some of the water, but
these were only makeshift methods, and •1roduced no very satisfactory or long-lasting results. During the first few months of the camp's existence the Japanese, who were apparently concerned only with getting as much work as possible out of the men, ignored the
entire matter, and gave the prisoners no cooperation wh atsoever in finding a solution
for this difficult and important problem.
No real progress- was made in the situation until 1943. By that time the health of most of
the prisoners had improved, and the Japanese began to increase the number of men on de·· tail each day. The American administrative staff accordingly requested permission to as. sign a _certain number of prisoners to the task of improving the drainage· system. Permission having been granted, one detail was . assigned to the barracks area, and a smaller one
to the hospital area. Equipped with only a few tools, these men first cut paths everywhere
·-. throughout the camp, and then alongside the paths dug ditches · which led, in turn, to
.: larger ditches around the lower preliminary camp. They also dug ditches _around each build: i~g, t~ dra ~n : off the water that accumulated in these areas, and devised a · system for
· ·: drainin'g garbage and other waste matter. Whenever during the rainy season it was reported
· t.hat a :__ particular area was flooded or that the ditches had become clogged by the heavy
-·-r a r"n, <.the drainage detail irnmedi ately repaired the damage. The.. system of ditches and
·,-; · . , ·c·ulv erts constructed by the drainage detai 1 made a vast imp r ovement in the drainage situa- .
i.'__ _
-- -1~i_on _. in the camp, - in, comparison to that of .the previous year. In · 1942 it had been impos.. - _ si-b le to walk any distance wit-hout being half -submerged in mud and wat ·e r. Now in practic,'. <C~11y _·a ny _part_'. 9f ._ th~. camp one could walk on f air1y sot_id ground. , - . . __
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:_·,;;·."j;}f:.~·~·;:,:; 94i (:- ~f ·-~f~'{ near '. th~ 'm ain ; gate ~as' levelled' off -~n~ fii -I'ed wi tif
·:·c.a rt l;ads : of "di rt :
.:._,};\,>f-·ar,id:·grav.eli~
pr~Verit water from collecting in the depressions .,· Thi~ ' t'ask ·was '· made easier. \ ::~,:;~_:('bi i:'ea$o_n '- <?f-r._tools ,_and' trucks provided by . the . Jap~ ~ ~~o ,
i~tere.s~ed :
having_ thi~s -'
.
ar·ea made<usable a=s -- an assembly place. The drainage detail ·also · saw to ft ·that the ditch_-_ ::i)i: e·:s. ang ·. s-ti l.ve,tb h. that . ran alongside the camp paths and arqunq ~he perirµeter: -of . the. camp
~\J ts ~{( :~1f~., }~~p t ·/ Ie~ne~ ~ut, and _mad~ improvements t ~ -.-~h,( _: path:~:,-. ev.enin_~ off :the _·-h~gher •
:-:.\,,;:::',:t ·:-· plac;~·s ,;: :-a-nd..J;t lhng._ 1n low parts, until _aq the pat:hs 19 _._the. camp .area.·.were. at a ,fa~rly ,
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(2)

1.

Card playing will be pennitted at any time when men are not working on de-

tails. Gambling will-under no circumstances-be tolerated.
2. T~e Ni~ponese Autho~ities have ordered that anyone who is found guilty of
gambling will be summarily and severely punished.
(3)

1. At present, the Nipponese Authorities will not pennit communication with
anyone outside this camp, except thru official channels.
2. No one in this camp will send or attempt to send notes-letters-or any other
written cormnunications for anyone outside of this camp. This prohibition applies · with equal force to Camp.
3. Except when specifically authorized by proper authority or when engaged in
official business-no one in this camp will hold any conversation with or attempt any time, e.ither inside or outsid e of the camp.·

By 1943 the camp administration had succe e ded fairly well in c onvincing the Japanese of

the necessity for greater cooperation on their p a rt in the matt e r of i mprov i ng conditi on s
in the camp, if the remaining prisoners were to survive. During that year, therefore, th e
Japanese administrative officers pennitted certain definite steps to be taken which brou g Lt
the camp into a semblance, at least, of working order.
Among the new measures instituted was the organ iz ation of an ' interior guard company, whose
responsibility it was to guard the inside camp area day and night. The guards in t h is de tail were under the supervision of a Provost Marshal appointed by the administrative staff.
Another detail was appointed to repair buildings. Still another was assigned the task of
installing sanitary latrines. (More will be said about this particular assignment under
the topic "Sanitation.")
The task of improving conditions in the hospital area the Japanese turned over to the physicians and their staffs, with the result that this year saw great advances, not only as
regards sanitation in the hospital, but also in general therapeutic and rehabilitation
measures instituted for the benefit of the patients. Patients were encouraged to help
themselves as much as possible. A physi~-therapy program was launched, which included improvement of the grounds, paths and walKs around the hospital area, the repair of all
buildings, clothing and equipment were made by American officers.
One innovation of this year was the adoption of the system of naming streets and paths
within the camp after certain well-known streets in America. (The main street, for instance
was called ."Broadway.") The psychologic~l value of such device~ as this, childish as they
may seem to . the . casual observer, can not be too highly estimated. Many a man found himself
clinging to sanity and hope by means of his association, in this far-off land, with such
intrinsically trivial, but extrinsically important reminders of the normal life of his
~ast, w~dch. to mC>st of the men seemed ver_y long past, indeed.
In· 1944:· the :Japanese mo.ved their headquarters to a sepa~ate building in their own area,
·. acros.$ ,·the road from that occupied by the American prisoners of · war. "Runners" were . used
to·· carry messages across the road from one headquarters to the other. There was one Arneri- ·
can. in~erpreter attached to the Japanese headquarters, to act as liaison officer between
_·· th_e Japanese and the Americans.
'· .
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-j11e· Japanese

pennitted the Americans to set up a rather elaborate administrative s.ystem,
allowed' a :certain pe;rcentage of the personnel to be counted as overhead ,. for administrative
. . .... ·w ork,·' and loaned the American staff several typewriters to . aid them in performing their ·
. ·-~. ·'-:_.)·:. -~dminis:.t ratfve _.· d\ltie~. .
.. .
. .
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."· ;·
.. :}):::: ~dmin£~·~:r 'at;i'ort· of.the c.amp . by the Americans reached a high state of .efdcfency th(i( ye·~fr~;~ .
t .i)E}r.'. Japan~~·e even r,.,~nt so· far . as. to cormnen·d the . staff . for i _t§ accomptishment.s •. The:_; .. ·
- }~{-.'" \nio'otb.: 'i :unning:of · the · c.a mp\~as du·e , in part, to the fact that, with. the . increase in . :2amp_: :: ·:·;-.
.' i<._:· > ~hp~r,J t:,i~ii~.- t_
h:e Japan~se i~sisted on an . ever stricter dis~.i pl·i~e; ~, but . also pardy to the . _'
~ 'i'.mpr.o.veme~t,.. {n · the . organization of camp facilities • . . - .. ·; .. :.
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Th~ gu'a 'r cr:'. detail~~ under the camp Provost Marshal, was now ·made a separate unit; respo·~si"'.' ....
/ . ?.tji,e-·b'r.i~y ·'. t:-o th~::_camp-·commander. All camp. personnal were ·: req\d.r~d ~o .· assemt{le , ,it' · t::qe main ··., .,.
::<: ... /.:·/2,s:~ p__) i~s_etll_b ly ··a.t-~a ;for :roll call each morning, & evening, ? taii,( or \_shine_•. --Pho'~ ·-tp ) :he ..in. '·"
'(_'.t;;~/fj( ~.tltqti_qn ..'of .. t _Q.is: ·regulation, the Japanese had been in . the: .h~.Q,;t;::: of'.. comfri:g·. into . ~he: caIUp··.
_,_. .~::.:t'.;J·ev~ry>mbr'ti.ing.'lf ~v~ning to count the men as they_ stood outside · 't h,e{i- ' 9~·. i'ndiyidual' bar.- .
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Sanitation - The most serious problem cqnfronting the American prisoners of war at Camp
3 during the first 6 months of their internment was that of sanitation. Repeated requests
made by them to their Japanese captors for lumber and tools with which to i)uild an improved type of latrine was consistently refused, or, more often-simply-ignored. Hence they
were forced to build open latrines in every compoµnd. These places proved to be excellent breeding spots for flies. Literally squadrons of these pests swarmed constantly around
the open latrines, and from thence into the prisoners ' living and mess quarters. It was
impossible to keep the flies off the food. Undoubtedly much of the dysentery and many of
the other intestinal diseases from which the prisoners suffered during 1942 could be as· cribed to these carriers.
The increasingly cooperative attitude. of the Japanese in the ma~ter of helpin g the Americans to improve the administrative situation in the camp was reflected in their greater
willingness to see that sanitary conditions were bettered. As more milita r y supplies became available, they gave the prisoners the tools an d equipment they had d emanded so often during the first few months they were there, a supply of lumber wa s ob tain ed and one
of the work detai l s that had been organized was set to the task of insta l ling a s y stem
of septic tanks and sanitary latrines. They built several closed latrines to r e place th e
old, unsanitary open ones, and installed a s e ptic tank adjourning each latrine. Thereafter this detail worked 7 days a week ~o keep the latrines and the drainage syst em in
good, sanitary wo r king order.
Now that there was .some hope of reducing the number of places where flies and other noxious, disease-carrying insects might breed, a strenuous campaign was institut e d to eradicate those already there. One American Physician had a number of signs painted , on each
of which a catchy slogan was printed, of the same type as those found on the "Burma Shave"
ads that dot the fenc~s along the highways and country roads in the United States. Prizes
were offered for the number of flies killed, and rats caught, each day. Sanitary dumps
were dug, and provided with wooden covers, to prevent their serving as breeding places
for flies and other insects. The Japanese loaned the prisoners large quantities of squad
type mosquito bar to be used in the bar~acks as a protection against mosquitoes. Three
delousing centers were built in the camµ, and the men were urged to set aside 1 day each
week . to have their clothing deloused, and to clean up their barracks. The mess gear was
inspected frequently, to insure its being kept clean.
Throughout 1944 the members of the sanitary detail kept up their remarkable work, in spite
of their very limited facilities. They persuaded the Japanese to issue lime to be used
. a~ound sumps ·end in the· latrines. The contests in fly and mosquito eradication that had
· be~n in{tiated t~e previous iear were continued. One man . was assigned the job of oper~t. ·ing the ·delousing units and · keeping a supply of botling water for the steam drums. Thi.s
method .of . del"ousing, primitive though it was, aided inuneasurably ·in keeping the men's
pe,~ dirtg . and clothing at least partially tree from lice.
Wat'er ·supply · - - When· the camp was first opened in June 1942 there was ,almost: no provision
fo ·r : supplying water to the · inmates. True, there was a large water . tower within the camp
8,r ounds _, but the . machinery with which to operate the n~arby . wells, . and to . store a reserve
water supply in this tower, had either been destroyed or removed from the area. For the
firs.t sev.eial months, therefore, a water rationing system had · to be enforced, whereby·.·
each prifooriEft_:was ·aU9wed a maximum of only 1 canteen of · water per day., For more thari ': 45
·days, af.t ~r ". ti{e:i.r ··arrival at the camp the men were unable to take a bath, ~or even t9 : ke.ep
.. ,.. ."tli:erris:ei,-v e.~{ :appr::oximately clean~ With the coming of the rainy. season ~· which las·ted, f.tom ,
.- ; ·:·. Allgµ _s~·}tQ:ihe,-}hd' of . the year, the. pris_o ners caugh~ .- the: water that ,'."f~ll :·in.to the drain~·- .' ·,', .
_·:,\~.: p~pes·! J epqirig} 6.(( , ~roni the roofs . of the camp . ~uildings ; ti sing · thei:i _q anteens, cups\ .. a:ir ,,,, :.-: ::· -i..">t'.j'_ weJJ:~:-~s:-;.~31!-~;~s\.and ine.tal cans, and any other avail;able · typ~ of ·. c"o ntai.ner for ·, this pt:frpd~e_(·
/;).·-:. Wi(l}~.~&:ni.'.-,: w:af~} .A:b _faine_d .thus . they. were enabled
take:: a. bath, or : was·ti themse 1ves ,~: a't· '"\ .- .:\.
.,: /':- · t,e'.~s'l·~· ~rtcif'. a-··d~y~
~, Toward October · the . Japanese with · the ·ai·d·. ·of mec-h anic~f arjd technicians
am~~~
.·p~_isoner group, installed 2 gasoline power· puinp.s ' by m~a.n·s - oi.. :,.rhich wat_er
.
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There were very few times during the remainder of that year that the water supply was
threatened. Occasionally, when there was a shortage of fuel with which to operate the
pumps, the water supply had to be rationed again; but this emergency seldom lasted for
longer than 24 hours at a time. Now the mess halls had hot water with which to cleanse
the cooking and eating utensils, and the men were able to bathe more frequently, and to
keep their clothes cleaner. The boast in morale which these i mproved conditions gave to
the prisoners can scarcely be imagined by anyone who has never been in a similar situati on.
The favorable situation as regards the water supply continued throughout 1944. And ther e
were even some improvements. The Japanese g J ve the sanitary detail pennission to dig up
pipe in the old hospital area, and to install additional pipe lines and additional taps
in the occupied area. They also authorized the installation of another shower, this one
for the personal use of field grade officers. Several times durfng this year the water
pumps could not be operated because of shortage of fuel oil, and water again h~d to be
rationed for periods of from 24 to 48 hours. But in ge neral the water supp l y continued to
be satisfactory throughout the rest of the time o f the camp ' s existence.
Food - Each of the several groups in the camp was assigned to a mess hall. This was a
frame building open on all sides, and only partly c overed by a roof of cogan grass . In
every kitchen there were 2 or 3 iron caldrons .in which the daily issue of rice was cooked.
Rice was issued to the camp as a whole, on the basis of so many grams per man, and t his
quantity was further divided into set amounts for each group. After the . rice had been
cooked it was issued in 5 gallon oil cans to each barracks, where it was distributed equally among the prisoners, under the supervision of the barracks leader. During most of 1942
the daily ration per man was 2 and sometimes 3 mess kits of steamed rice. Occasionally
the Japanese would also permit a small amount of "whistle weed," a tough fibrous swamp
green, to be issued to the prisoners. This green was altogether indigestible, but when
boiled it produced a watery, greenish-colored soup which, though not particularly palatable, was welcomed by the men as a variant of their steady diet of rice.
A few prisoners who had been fortunate enough to come through the initial transfer from
Bataan & Corregidor to Cabanatuan with their personal possessions, such as money, watches
and jewelry intact, controlled a so-·called "black market" in - American food supplies. To
put it plainly, some of them managed, because of the laxity of the Japanese guards, to
slip out of the prison camp area every night, returning several hours later with sacks of
canned foods, obtained by many a devious method, which they sold to other American prisoners at a tremendous profit. This practice continued at a lively rate for the first few
· months of their imprisonment, until finally a group of 6 of the chief "operators" were
.. ·caught by the Japanese and executed. D~spite its illegality~ however, the black market
·'=: did prove of · inestimable value to some of the prisoners who would not otherwise have been
· abli to~~tn
theii fight for survival during . this starvation. period.
.
.·
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In the fa11 ..oJ 1942 some Red Cross supplies arrived at the . carrip, jus_t in the nick of. time,
/ it, is fi i:mly.: believed, to save the lives of many of the Am·e rican prisoners of war. At' a_:_:botit this : sariie: time, too, . the Japanese began to issue small quantities of mongo beans and
.. _;:_ a .__.Uttle ·:carabao in:at every 2 or 3 days.
.
. . ,
. ·. T~e· ',t'ood,·_- ~ituat;.;ion improved considerably during 1943. The Japanese increased the issue of
.'.:, _. · .· ~- -~-rfce.; ;i.t . is _..-· es,t~mated that about 90% of the rations consis_ted of · that staple-~and also
},\:::)< p::~:~ ~.t t.~<;L_. t~~ _pri,stjri~rs ·_ ~o have a little meat· and some beans.,·Tr-u e, -the -rice was of in-_::;)>.:; _:,.:;·;-~.~~-or: ;·.q'!~!-it_y:';,_~~c~µally the . s:weepings of warehouse floors, :w,i th ·so much · dirt~ sand ~and
~:)t?·-··_~{r);l~.eJ. ~~x~~~/ A~'.~:'!i.,th ~Jt - that · only atter repeated washings._, w~·S;.. it ·f it_i t0, ·~·o~k _and.. serve; .. _
:'.\{>,,.,\\:i;/and ;~ve.r{ th~n : s9inE:!_ ',Of ' t;:he fqreign material remained in ,. it,..-so,·much,. Jn fact, -that mc!ny . of.
0

.'.,··-:·":/--W':'_e. ach· _~poµ . ·:_tlj:e· -. size.. of . a hickory nut, to each m~m, every few .d:B:Y~.' ~:...- Oe<~as1._onal ly:· ~they. :_ gave-.
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prisoners. This farm began to produce by about the middle of the year, but most of the
food grown there went to the Japanese, the only benefit the prisoners derived from it being a daily issue of camote tops and occasionally a few onion tops, some squash and fresh
camotes. The increased labor necessitates by this farm made it imperative that the men
who worked on it should receive more food than they had hitherto been allowed. The Japanese eventually granted them a slight increase in rations, for the most part an extra ear
of corn per day for each man, or a· tomato, or a few grams of greens. The members of th e
work details were also allowed to pick "pig weed", which, although it was rather tough,
did add bulk to the diet.
~he American Red Cross supplies that had be en r ec eived i n the
during the Christmas holidays. Each man rec e ived 3 indiv i dual
and this scant amount of food sustained them until the latter
this time some bulk food was also received at th e c amp, which
halls.

fall of 1 9 42 we r e issued
packages f rom th e se suppli es ,
part of F e b 1 943 . During
was issued thr ough the me s s

This year, too, the Americans were allowed to maint a in a conunissary, thus e n a b lin g them
to supplement the monotonous rice diet with fresh vegetables, such a s banan a s, pe anuts,
and a few limes and coconuts, which they purchased from the Filipinos. Through the commissary, too, they could occasionally obtain small quantities of tobacco.
Thus, what with the Red Cross packages, the few pro ducts from the camp farm, the increase,
small though it was, of the rations issued by the JaFanese, as well as becaus e officers
and man alike were receiving some pay, and could thus buy some additional food from the
commissary, the year 1943-the first half, at least-proved to be the best, so far as food
was concerned, of all the 3 years at Cabanatuan. The improvement in conditions was evidenced by a notable decline in the death rate among the prisoners, as well as by the fact
that many of the men who had been hospitalized all during the last months of 1942 now began to recover their health sufficiently to permit them to be assigned to work details.
Toward the latter part of the year, however, the situation again worsened. The rice issue
was cut approximately 1/3. Food supplies were still further curtailed by the fact that,
because of the scarcity of commodities ~nd the resulting price inflation, the commissary
ceased to function in the latter months of the · year. As an example _ of . the extent ·t o which
prices of food had increased we may c ite the fact that a canteen cup of peanuts which
could be purchased at the commissary in the early months of 1943 for 50 centavos, toward
die end of the year brought approximately 5 pesos. The number of rrien suffering from· disease
o(various sorts, as well as ·from malnutrition again rose, and, despite all the protests
. lodged with/ them by the American officials, ·the Japanese did nothing· to alleviate the sit.. iiatiori. The _- Filipino Red Gross and other charitable organizations in Manila made· several
' attempts · to obt_ain pei;mission from Japanese headquarters to supply the camps with the food
-<-"':an~ medfcal supplies they so badly needed, but this permission was · never granted. ·, ·
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of . the si~-~ ~tion the men had recourse to
kinds of -tricks a~d de~eptive
ci~~v ice~t in their effort's t .o get additional food. They set -: traps to catch_, birds, stole :·_ .
: S~,¢:ds ' from- tl)e . Japane·s·e, and planted little gardens all o;ver t 'h e· area-. ' An :Uunderground" .
-~ syk6.e~ was:'. de~i -5:e~ ; by ~th~ ._ Americans ~-- Filipinos, t ,O fac.i u tate the -smuggling of sm~U- aof -food : and m~dicines into the camps. By dint of ex.e rcising considerabre ingehui_ty ,
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During this year the food situation became
increasingly more critical. The rice issue was cut down several times in the course of
the year, almost none of the vegetables grown on the farm were allotted to the prisoners
and the corrunissary was now closed, and thus cutting the men off from one more avenue for'
securing food.

Now they were driven to catching or trapping birds, cats, dogs and iguanas in orde r to
have food for their starving bodies. The number of thefts of products fr om th e fann increased every day. Toward October, when the last of the details were bei ng e vacuate d to
Japan, the men stole and pilfered f r om the camp farm and gardens all the food they co uld
possibly eat, regardless of consequences.
Some extracts from a diary kept by one of the American prisoner's of war gi ve ~ vivid pi c ture of the terrible food conditions that prevailed at Cabanatuan durin g th e l a t ce r halt
of this ye a r :
20 May 1944:
We had dog meat day before yesterday. Sure casted good .
Any meat tastes good these days.
20 June 1944: One of the Japanese Dr's visited the hospital th is we ek
and promised Red Cross chow. He also asked our Dr's if they could u s e ca ts
and dogs for meat •••••••
4 Aug 1944: We are eating anything we can get our hands on . Some bea n
leaves and ochre leaves I ate didn't go so well, however. Some peop le ea t
corn stalks and the flowers, papaya trees, fried grub worms , dogs, cats,
lizards, rats, frogs and roots of variou5 kinds--anything goes that can be
chewed.
29 Sept 44:
The commissary is just about closed. I doubt very much if anything else comes in. The last corn that came in cost 1,000 pesos a bushel.
By comparison, the Japanese ate very well during 1944. They raised over 1 , 000 ducks, several hundred chickens, and a few hundre1 pigs. Rice was still their main article of diet,
but they had meat, vegetables and fruit in ample abundance to stave off starvation or
any vitamin deficiencies among their own troops.
·
Clothing--No clothing of any sort was issued to the prisoners of war in 1942. The garments
they were wearing at the time they were captured soon began to ~ear out, particularly ~
since for ·s ome time they were not able to keep it properlywashed •. The only possibility of
.. getting new ones lay in stripping the clothing from the , hodies of · those who parished in
the camp,. Soon, the ref ore, the men found it necessary to patch and repair and otherwi s~
. take all possible measures to keep what clothes they - had i~ .wearable condition, if they
-~ were n(?.~ to be entire.ly ..naked.
,_, ·
· ,: , ,·.
·C ..
, ·
· ·
·
next · year~ Cl6t6~. ·

Medical Supplies--No medical supplies of any sort were issued to the prisoners during
the first 6 months of their imprisonment, repeated requests of the American medical personnel for medicaments and other medical supplies being either consistently ignored or
flatly refused by the Japanese, Some relief was obtained from small quantities of quinine,
aspirin and sulfathiazole which a few of the prisoners carried with them on their march to
the camp, but this supply was hopelessly inadequate to treat the malaria, dysentery, and
other infectious diseases which decimated the numbers of the camp inmates. It was impo s sible to care for infected wounds properly, with no bandages, antiseptic ointments, or anything of the sort .
BanJages were used over .and over again until they practically rotted away. In v iew of
these terrible conditions it is not surprising to learn that there were often a s many as
40 deaths in the camp in 1 day during 1942, a nd that the averag~ mortality was 30 per d a y.
By 31 Dec of that year about 2,500 Americans had pe rished at Cabanatuan from ma laria, dy sentery and other diseases , as well as fr om starvati on.
Among the supplies received from the American Re d Cross in 1942 wa s a f airl y l a r ge quantity of emetine, carbazone and yat~en for the p a tients with dysentery, as wel l a s some
anti-malarial remedies, sulfa drugs and a quantity of ointments of va rious kinds, dressings, bandages, etc . By practising the most rigid economy the American physicians managed
to make these supplies, limited as th~y were, l a st for 3 months. And even this small amount worked wonders, particularly in the treatment of the less serious cases. After the
Red Cross supplies were exhausted, the Japanese for the remainder of the year issued su f ficient quinine for the patients with malaria, although they gave the Americans little
else in the way of medical supplies.
All things considered, the situation as regards medical supplies and the care of the sick
was somewhat better in 1943 than it had been in 1942. Throughout 1943 the prisoners were
given periodic shots of cholera, dysentery and typhoid serum. For, although the serum available was old, and was not regarded as having much prophylactic value, the American ·
physicians in charge felt that it might possibly be better than no serum at all.
Again the supplies sent by the American Red Cross, which were received in the latter part
· of 43, contained a fair amount of medicines .and other medical supplies~ The Japanese, however, did not turn all these supplies over to the Americans, in spite of the repeated
protest.s made the the American Administrative Staff against this prac~ice. _ Nevertheless,
even with the limited stores of drugs and supplies at their disposal, the American medi.cal staff managed, by means of careful and judicious use of the drugs they had available,
.. to keep diseases among the prisoners down to a surprisingly low minimum during 1944. The
.:. Japanese issued an ample amount of quinine for the malaria patients; and there were enough .
vitamin pills on hand to permit each man to have 1 pill every day for several months.
.

.

De.n tal supplies· were woefully inadequate, and the methods of trkatment used were m~ke. ·.shift. Fillings £or cavities were made from silver pesos that had been brought into . the
-camp · unbeknownst to the ·. Japanese. Few local anesthetics were available for extractions,
.
. . and ·the . _e"quipment for grinding, as for extraction, was sketchy in the ex.treme;· to say not-: .
·: -'.·:··; hing, of- its painfulness~ (On~ prisoner told of having several teeth drilled by me<;1nS of.
>·~drill _rup by .'foot power, something on the order of a sewing· machine.) ·
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Japanese non-com, with 1 anned Japanese guard for approximately every 10 men in the detail.
The main work detail in 42 was the wood-chopping detail, made up of 100 of the strongest
and healthiest men in the camp, who went out e very morning to the foothills of the Sierra
Madras mountains to fell trees and cut the logs into cordwood, which was then loaded int o
trucks and taken back to the camp to be used as f i rewood in the mess halls. These men wer e
the only ones among the prisoners who were allowed outside the camp boundaries durint=, the
first few months. Another detail, also chosen from among the healthier men in the gro up ,
consisted of approximately 200 officers and men whose job it wa s to carry rations and su p plies from the Japanese area and distribution points to the American mess halls. Still
another of the main details was the burial detail, which varied in size from day to day ,
depending on the number of men to be buried .
·
A 1a r g e number of the pr i son er s was as s i g n e d to de t c.'.i 1 s whose chi e f t ask i t wa s to r e nd 12 r
service of one kind or a nother to the J apanese . A sma ll group wa s assigned to ac t as o r de rlies to , the Japanese officers and non-c om s . A f ew ot he rs were detailed to t ak e ca r e of
the power plants t hat supplied electricity for th e J apanese qu a rters. (Th e r e wer e no e l ec tric light facilities in the area occupied by the American prisoners of war . ) Some o f the
prisoners the Jap~nese used to haul supplies by t r uck from the nearby town of Cabanatuan,
and to keep
the trucks
that had been a s signed to the camp in good r e pair. Each
day, too, they ca l led for other group.:; of prisone rs to perform various menial tasks in
the Japanese area , such as washing the rice that was to be cooked for the Japan e se, cl e a ning their barracks, feeding their chickens, washing their bath houses, and cleaning out
the latrines.
In 1943 a more stringent policy was adopted by the Japanese with respect to work details.
Because of the number of attempted escapes during 1942, a system of self-guard, so-called,
was set up, whereby every 10 men were placed in a shooting squad . If one of these men escaped, the other 9 were shot . All prisoners were confined to their barracks at 9p.m. and
a guard posted at both ends of every building.
The farm was constantly increased in si3e, until by 1945 there were over 500 acres under
cultivation. In order that enough men might be available for the f a rm and other work details, the Japanese ordered that the population of the hospital should be reduced to approximately 500 men. All the others were forced to work , no matter what their physical
condition. As a result, many men who should have been i n the hospital were forced to do
heavy labor far beyond their strength.
The work detail for the farm alone was sometimes numbered as high as 2,000 men. They were
divided into gangs of 100 and assigned to various jobs, such as hoeing, digging, carrying
water, planting, harvesting and tool-making. All officers were required to work, and
chaplains & doctors were particularly singled out for the dirtier tasks.
During the months from Jan to Aug work on the farm was exceptionally heavy, and most of
the men in the camp, sick or well, were assigned there. A daily detail of men carried
water and took .care of a herd of Brahma steers. Frequent beatings were administered to
the men. They labored on the farm from 6 a.m. to 5 p.m., without shoes and with little or
no clothing to protect them from the weather, and then either stood guard there during the
night or, if allowed to go back to camp, had to carry 5- gallon buckets of wate_r long distances for irrigation purposes. Only the coming of the rainy season eliminated the necessit~. for· these evening water-carrying details •
.The . latter part of the year ~h~ Japanese started to cons~ruct a n~w barbed wire fence.
This made it . necessary . for the wood chopping detail to wor~ longer and harder hours, cutting fence posts of a certain size and circumference.· A f ence detail was picked to erect
'_·...a. double fence 10' high, with a distance of approximately 20 feet between each fence.
·
. (The Japanese moved their guard and guardhouses in between the 2 fend~s.) Each fence con.. sisted of 10 strands · of wire about 1' apart. An improved electric light ·system for the
camp was installed during this period. ·
1

A large number of details left the camp this year, and the Japs concentr.a t.ed those ~h~
.; :remained in . t~E;! area on the east side of the camp' and closed up the old hospital area.
The shift invo,lved moving many men ,. and all of it was c·arried ~out by the American_ pri?oners-~ This type of .work was always done at noon or during the r est p·e riod of the regular
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In Jan 44 the Japs commenced rebuilding an air field about 2 miles from the camp. Each
day 500 to 1000 Americans, composed of both officers and men, would march bar e foot
through mud to this airfield. They worked all day with picks and shovels levelling off
the field. Apparantly this detail was less unruly than the farm detail, because the Jap
guards did not mole,st the men during working hours. The work they did was very hard, hot
and heavy. In consideration of this fact they were given an extra ear of corn or a carnot e
at noon, in addition to the regular rations assigned to all work details. The detail l a sted until 1 Sep, at which time the Japanese suddenly decided that enough work had been d on e
there by the Americans, and allowed the finishing touches to be performed by Filipino l a bo r.
The farm detail proved to be heavy during this y e ar, and there are fr e quent r ~ports o[
beatings and mistreatment of prisoners. The new c amp commander who had come from Dav ao d ecided that a picked detail of American carp e nt er s and me chanics·shoulrl be s e l ec t e d to co nstruct a house for him. The men, mostly offi ce rs, ~p e nt sev e ral months in t he co n struct io n
of this dwe l ling, but it was still unfinishe d wh e n the Ame r ic a ns returned to li b e r a t e t l10
Philippines.
~--No pay was given to either officers or men until Nov 1942, at which ti me th e Ja µa nr.·s c
announced that a pay schedule had now been drawn up, and that henceforth the r\m ~ ri c an ot ficers would receive the pay of the corresponding rank of the Japanese offic e rs. They wou ld ,
however, be charged for quarters and ·ubsistence, and a large ·portion of the balance of
their pay remaining would be put in their account in the Japanese Postal S a vin ~ s . The announcement also stated that the enlisted men and non-coms would receive 10 c entavos each
day that they worked.
The rise of prices for foodstuffs and commodities in Manila and nearby mark e ts i n 1943
operated to make the pay rate for officers and enlisted men less valuable than it had
been before. Only after many requests from the American authorities did the Japanese finally gra.n t a slight increase in the pay rate. But even this increase had little effect on
purchasing power, for by that time prices of goods had gone completely beyond control.
There was l ittle or no change in the pay schedule in 1944. But the prisoners began to exp~rience difficulty in getting their pa~. There were a few months when the Japanese ''forgot" to pay them. Always before, when details left Camp Cabanatuan they were given their
pay card to carry with them. This was not done in the case of those details that left
after Sep 1944. Nor did the prisoners who remained in the camp receive any pay after that
date.
Burials--Burial parties were composed of the healthier Americans, who reported to the
hospital area each morning, accompanied by a Japanese armed guard. Four men were assigned
to each body. After all the bodies to be buried that day had been placed on bamboo frames,
th~ burial detail, regardless of weather conditions, would move to a distance of about 1\
miles from the compound to an area designated by the Japanese as the burial grounds. Here
the bodies were dumped into shallow graves, about 4' deep, and half-full of water. Usually
14 or 15 bodies were placed in a single grave. For the first few months the Japanese would
not allow an American chaplain to accompany these details. Toward the end of 1942, however,
they rescinded this order and granted permission for 1 chaplain to accompany each burial
detai 1.
During 1943 the number of deaths fell to only a few persons each month.- The situation,
insofar as burials were concerned, was also greatly improved • . A detail was assigned to im~
prove the cemetery grounds worked with such vigor that by Memorial Day, 1943, a fence had
bee'n erected. .around the cemete·ry, the graves marked, and a large cross· placed at the entrance ·. Th,i s · ·year the Japs pennitted the Americans to hold Memorial Day services for the
first .time· since their internment. They also furnished wreaths for the occasion, which
were placed on. a small concrete memorial monument. At . this time there were some 2,500
Americ.and buried in the cemetery. Throughout the remainder of the year a chaplain was per. ·mttted . to _ac~ompa?y each. burial party and to conduct a brief burial s·ervice.
·
· There - were very few deaths during 1944. Those who were buried were place~ in separate
graves~ each with a marker. The burial detail continued to furiction, arid the cemetery todk
, oi::t.a ne~ ·- aspect in consequence of their devoted labor. Wooden crosses were placed over all
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th~:. huge cross erected at the entrance of the · cemet·ery was marked with~- the.·

.-_:."'.°< ,-; i _n f 9rip.t_ion, . ,.,~~rican Prisoner of War Cemetery. It Memo rt al Day · exerc:i ses · were again ~1._lowe.d
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Brutalities & Atrocities--The thread of the story of Japanese brutali t y towa r d their
American prisoners runs all through every account heard of life in the prison camp . This
brutality manifested itself in an almost sadistic refusal to pennit the p r ison e rs to
lead even a semblance of a decent existenc e , so fa r as food , clothing, living quarters ,
and indeed almost every other phase of everyd ay l ife. But it also showed itself in specific acts of physical cruelt y, inflicted sometime s in pun i shment of minoi infractions of
rules, but almost more frequently apparent l y f or the sheer pleasure of wreaking a spite ~
ful and cruel vengeance on t he Americans, whom t h ey h a t e d with the awful hatred of a
people driven by perhaps unconscious feeli1i ~s of i n fe riority, and who , havin g mana ge d
somehow to gain a momentary advantage ov e r the o b j ec t of their hatr e d , can fin d no tr l.:'a tment sufficiently degrading to show their f e elin g s o f h a tred , superiorit y - yes , and of
fear.
The guards kicked a nd beat the prisoners on th e s l i gh test excuse - o r i ndee d, f r eq u e ntl y
on no excuse at a l l. Several of the pris o n e rs who a tt emp t e d to e s cap e we r e ex ec u t ed . Af ter a few such mo r e or less abortive a tt emp ts t h e Ja p a n e se a dmini s t r a to rs i nst itu t ~ d the
so~called "shooting squad " order , accordi ng to whi ch a ll the me n i n t h e camp we re div i d ed
into squads of 10 men each . If any one of the 10 s t1cce eded ih esc ap ing, t he other 9 wer e
to be summarily ex ecuted in reprisal . Actually, th e r e is onl y one inst a nce known a t Cab an atuan of a " shoot i ng squad" having be Pn shot for the e s c ape o f 1 of i t s members. In spit e
of the rule, the usual punishment me ted out to mem be rs of a " sl~ooting squad " f or the attempted escape of 1 of the gr oup was solitary con f inement and short rations . N~ verthel e s s,
. the rule naturally operated to curb the number of att empted esc a pes , eve n thou gh it did
not entirely prevent some of the prisoners from continuing their e f forts i n that di re ction .
Several prisoners who attempted to barter with the Filipinos for food and me di c ine were
also executed, after having first been tied to a fence post inside the camp ar e a for 2 days .
A telegram sent by Secretary of State Cordell Hull, protesting the treatment . of American
nationals in the Philippine prison camps, cites evidence presented by escaped - American
prisoners of war as to the treatment accorded them j n these camps :
At Cabanatuan during the surrnner of 1942, [the telegram stated] the f o llowing
incidents occurred: A Japanese sentry beat a priva t e so brutally with a
shovel across the back and thigh that it was necessary to send him to the hospital. Another American was crippled for months After his ankle was struck
by a stone thrown by a Japanese . One Japanese sentry used the shaft of a golf
club to beat American prisoners, and 2 Americans, caught while obtaining food
from Filipinos, were beaten unmercifully on the face and body . An officer was
struck behind the ear with a riding crop by a Japanese interpreter.
The discipline exercised over the prisoners by the Japanese reached almost inhuman levels
during 1943. One supervisor and 10 guards· were assigned to every prisoners ' work detai 1
of 100 men. The members of the camp farm detail suffered particular l y from brutal treatment at the hands of their guards. Every supervisor carried a short club or golf stick,
which they did not hesitate to use indiscriminately on the prisone r s whenever the fancy
struck them. In many instances a wholesale campaign of beatings and torture was visited
on the farm detail for no cause whatsoever. Every day from 75 to 100 men in this detail
had to be treated on the spot, or were carried back to the camp unconscious from overwork or beatings.
Some of the most common methods of torture visited daily on practically every detail were
' slapp,i ng contes.ts , in which the Americans were forced to slap each other for indeterminate
. periods of time: "endurance tests," in which they were forced to stand in the hot sun for
\ hour or longer holding a 50 pound stone over t heir heads, or to kneel down for the same
length of time with a 2 x 4 board under their knees. The only detail that seemed to escape these .fiendish tortures was the wood-chopping detail . The reason for this exemption
was probably that it was an outside detail that worked several miles from the camp, and
also that its work was v'itally necessary for the upkeep of the camp, and for the welfare
and comfort of .the Japanes·e as well as the Americans .
Several prisoners who tried to escape this year were executed, and a few times the Japanese imposed mass punishment on the prisoners for individual infracti0ns of regulations.
' The mass ·p t1nishment most frequently invoked were a decrease in the amount of rice issued,
. or a temporary suspension of .c ommissary pri vi leg es.
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As the course of the war turned against the Japanese Army, the camp authorities seemed
to grow increasingly more brutal in their treatment of the Americans. In 1944 beatings
were of almost constant occurrence, particularly in the farm detail. Every day new instances were reported of the Japanese guards administering severe beatings to the American prisoners working on the farm. There were also several executions during this peri o d.
Recreation--What with the exhausting labor d emanded of them by their captors, the necessity for taking care of their own personal needs such as repai'ring and laundering th e ir
clothes, keeping their barracks in some semblance of order and habitalility, etc., t he
American prisoners, most of whom were in a constant state of fatigue and exhaustion an y way, as a result of too little food and an excess of anxiety and strain, had little time
for recreation. Nor was there much opportunity to indulge in it. And, to tell the truth,
many of them, · in their weakened and despairing s tate, had little d esir e to am us e t he mselves. Fortunately, however, there were th o se am ong them whose knowl e dge of hum a n ps ychology made them realize how important it was fo r the men to have som e thin g out s i d e o f
the common routine of their daily existence to div e rt their minds from the un pl e a sa nt ne ss
and unhappiness of their existence. It was largely d ue to the efforts of these few wise
ones that the prisoners at Cabanatuan made definit e and concerted efforts to promote · ev e ry
form of recreation available to them, and to manufacture others, in an attempt to lift
their morale, and to keep them from sinking into the lethargy of complete despair. How we ll
they succeeded is witnessed by the variety of amusements which they managed to contrive
in spite of their limited resources, and even more by the amazingly high moral e of the
majority of the men throughout the 3 years of their imprisorunent. True, there were some
who made no contribution toward this effort--who, in fact, sank into a state of complete
indifference, even to the point of torpor. But it must not be forgotten that the men at
this camp were not a selected group. They were a true cross-section of American life. Among them were people of all degrees of wealth, education and culture, from the highest to
the lowest. Every occupation and profession were represented here, every type of personality, every shade of opinion, political, social and religious. Can it be wondered at, then,
that the personal reactions to the situation in which they now found themselves were so
various, or that there was not always a unanimous response t~ the efforts of the more active among them to increase and enlarge their opportunities for recreation, and to keep
alive in them, buried as they were here, far away from the lives to which they were accustcmed, at least a little of their normal response to leisure-time activities, and a little
of their taste for amusement and entertainment? In spite of this variation, however, most
of the men did co-operate well with the efforts of those in charge to help them fill their
· leisure hours with congenial as well as instructive tasks.
A few of the first prisoners to come to Cabanatuan ha4 been fortunate enough to be able
to bring with them some reading matter, mostly a few ~orks of fiction, some technical books,
and a few scattered magazines. The authorities set aside one small building in the prisoners' are·a . to be used as an exchange center for these books and periodicals. Here a man
who had a novel could bring it in and exchange it for a magazine, or a serious technical
treatise, or ·a magazine belonging to some one else in the camp. · When he had read it, he
took it back to the center and exchanged it for another book belonging to some one else.
In this way,
the available reading matter in the camp, short though it was, was cir. culated among all the prisoners. The scheme. worked out so successfully that the building
was made into a library the following year. True, the choice was limited. But the books
that were there were read and reread, until pages became worn·& soiled and dogeared from
. constant h.andiing. Indeed, many of them saw such strenuous use that they fell apart and
c6uld be read no longer.
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Some
·the rne_n had brought decks of playing cards with them, with which they whiled a,way ·
many ·a heavy hour. Several ingenious devotees of cribbage contrived boards on which to
p-l~y their. favorite . game. There was almost no athletic equipment in the camp, but on a·
few rare occasions the Japanese provided baseball . equipmen~ and permitte<:i the . prisoners
to indulge in a baseball game.
· ·

t~e ·
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chaplains, particularly in the . hospital area, organized st·u dy groups. The men ..
· iri ~h~~~ g~otip~ studied an astonishing variety of subje~ts~ under the direction of any one
·in the ciamp w~o - had special knowledge of that subject. Technical fotormation seemed to ·be
,ms,_~( ·{ft dem~nd~ and the classes in those subjects were taught by technica~ ~sp.e cialists'
:··iunon,g :1::h.e : gfHcers! gr.cup. Brief lectures wer 7 also given _. from time to time by the.s e or ,·
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the prisoners who had specialized technical and professional knowledge. These lectures ,
however, had to be given without the knowledge of the Japanese guards, and popular as
both they and the study groups turned out to be, they could not be continued for long,
because the Japanese frowned upon group gatherings of any kind, apparently fearing, pr obably _rightly enough, that such gatherings would afford too much opportunit y for the men
to engage in "subversive" conversation, or even to plot rebellion or e scap e.
Those among the prisoners who could play a musical instrument were soon orga ni zed into a
small orchestra, which furnished entertairunent from time to time. And during the Ch-:-ist mas
holidays a choral group entertained the patients in the hospital areas with Chri~cmas c u o l. s .
In the early part of 1943 the Filipino charity organizations in Manila, wi t h th ~ permission of the Japanese, sent .the prisoners a small organ, which was used fo r r e li g i ous s e rvices, as well as for the programs put on by the entertainment unit. Th rou ghou t th e re s t
of this year this unit produced amateur shows once a we.ek. They als o exhi b it.ed s om ~ old
Am erican films and a fe w Japanese propaganda pictures to the priso ners.
The supplies from the American Red Cross in Dec 1942 included some g ames, a nd a numbe r of
new books, all of which were gladly welcomed by the internees. The books f ound the ir wa y,
along with those already on hand, into the library that was established thi s y e a r f r om
th e nucleus of the book exchange center set up the previous year.
Reading classes were held this year for those whose eyesight had deteriorat ed as a result
of malnutrition.
The games that had come into the camp from the Red Cross were of inestimable val ue in
keeping up the morale of the prisoners. But the men also devised many other in genious met hods of maintaining their spirits. And, in spite of the fact that they had little leisure
time, they accomplished a great deal in this direction. They launched contests aimed at
beautifying the grounds around the barracks. Other contests were held every month in woodcarving, metal work and other handicrafts, and an amazing amount of interesting and really
superior work was turned out by the participants. ~.11 in all, they found a surprising number of ways to occupy their leisur~ time, scant though it was.
The entertainment unit continued to function throughout 1944, although some of .the projects
it had initiated, notably the camp band, suffered consider-ably from the loss of personnal
by death, as well as by shipment to Japan. It did, however, accomplish its purpose of
kee~ing the prisoners' morale at a reasonably high level during these difficult days.

Very few Japanese movies were shown in 1944, mainly because they could no longer be obtained from the Filipinos. who controlled the film in Manila. More books came to the camp
this year, and the men devoted an increasing amount of their leisure time to reading. After a few months, however, the Japanese withdrew these books from the library, to be censored, so they sai d, re-issuing them to the prisoners in small lots some time later.
The men continued their handicraft work, and several contests in craftsmanship were held.
It was interesting to observe the ingenuity they displayed in fashioning the most surprising objects out of scrap, the only material at their disposal for this purpose. One
officer contrived a loom from tin cans and Red Cross packages. Some one else made a·violin
_ from a tabletop, with only a GI knife to do the carving. Still others made 'pipes, wood
carbines and plaques. More decks of playing cards had · come with the last shipment from ·
the_ Red Cross, and card-playing became almost the principal fonn of recreation.
Religious Services--In the early days of ·the m~in camp at Cabanatuan the Japanese refused
to pennit the American chaplains. to hold either burial or religious services for the . men. ·
Toward the lat~er part of 1942~ however, they withdrew their refusal, and thereafter the
chaplains could conduct services, at stated times during •the : week, pi-ovided they submitted
their se.nnons to the Japanese _for censorship before they were delivered.
In 1943 2 -bu1ldings . at either "e nd of the pris~ners• · compoi:ind were designat-~ das chapels·
for religious services. Here the Catholic chaplains held mass every morning, and the Protestants . conducted Sunday services. Services were also heid in the Hebrew faith/ An organ
sent to th~ camp by some charitclble orgari~zations in ·Manila; was placed ·in . th~ chapel. It
add.e d much to . the men ··s enjOyx!tent . of the religious ceremonies. Diff e;rent · reUg£ou·s soci_o .t ie;s in Mani 1~. also sent r ·~ligJous. _books artcf. articles._, to ·: the ·p-risoners~' Cert·a:ih ' chaplain:s
. were a·ssig,n ed_' to duty in ~~e :hospital are·a , -·where they were·;. permi-tted-. to cdnduct services
· and ·~iniste·r to th·e si~k and. dying.
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The greater freedom accorded to the chaplains in 1943 continued throughout the following
year, and in spite of the critical shortage of religious supplies they were able to conduct services comparatively urunolested. A chaplain was even permitt e d to conduct Memori a l
Day services at the camp cemetery. Through the e f forts of individual chaplains the chapel
grounds were improved and beautified. A marked interest in religion on the part of the
prisoners is noted in the records kept by the c h a plains at the camp.
Col. Alfred O. Oliver Jr., an American army c haplain who was captured at Bataan and i.mprisonc ci at Camp O'Donnell, and later at CabancHt1,111--he was in th e latter camp f r1 ) ni 2 Jllrtl' :.2
u 11 t i l J () Jan 4 5 , when he was res Cued by th C Am C r i C a n Range rs - - h a5 w r i t t e n 3 ~ r ;1 p h i C d \. cou n t, effective & moving beyond words, by its v e ry simplicity, o f th e work th e ch a plains
did and the suffering · they endured in their efforts to bring the comf o rt & sol ac e of spir itual aid to the men at this latter camp. In a r e port entitled "The J a p a nese and Our
Chaplains" he says:
The policy of the Commanding Offi ce r ••. was f ar s tricter th a n th a t a t Ca:n p Q"l·Do nn e l l
especially in the first 3 months. During this period he would not p e n nit the
Chaplains to hold any religious church serv i ce s; he would not permit t h em to
even bury the dead •
••• The Chaplains daily went from man to man giving what spiritual help they
could. When death occurred these poor ema c iated bodies were stack e d in a small
morgue, where each morning, at the risk of their lives, the Chaplains held appropriate religious services. The Ch aplains were not permitte~ to go out with the
bodies to hold burial services, but had to stand sadly by and watch a detail of
American prisoners load these naked ?keletons on bamboo litters.
Along in the fall of 1942 there was a change in Japanese policy. Chaplains were
permitted to bury the dead, but in order to hold a religious service the Chaplain
was required to present to the Japanese a copy of the sermon to be delivered not
later than Thursday of each week. 0ften the Japanese censor would cut out great
portions of the sermon and there would be no time to rewrite. What was approved
had to be delivered exactly as written. At that time all services were held out
in the open from a stage erected for camp entertainments; by spring ~the Chaplains
were pe~itted to · use 2/3s of the camp library building for religious services. A
schedule was established so that denominational services did not conflict. In spite
of an apparently more relaxed attitude of watchfulness the Japanese censorship persisted. Time after time an interpreter would walk down to the front of the building
where services were being held and sit there with a copy of the approved script in
his hand. Only a minister can realize how hard it is to deliver a sermon under such
conditions. The hymns to be used als·o had to be approved. On a Sunday nearest to
July 4, 43 the Protestant Chaplains took a chance and had the congregation sing
"God Bless America." The next morning the Japanese camp conunander called the American camp commander to account for this breach in orders, warning him that a repetition of this incident would bring severe punishment on the Chaplains. The song had
been used as the closing hymn of the service. How the Japs learned about it will
ever remain a mystery.
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Early iri 1943 ·an accurate religious census of the entire -camp was made. This showed
that 26% ·of the men were Roman Catholics and the remaining 74% divided among the
Hebre~ and Protestant faiths. By this time the . Catholic Chaplains were holding an
avera~e of .6 masses each mdrning and 3 Rosary services each evening. The Protestant
Chaplains ~ere holding . a · regular preaching seivices on Sundays and _4 prayer meet~
ing!:{ on week-days. At the meeting of the Protestant Chaplains it was determined
to organize a Protestant church representing all the denominations in camp. This
church was patterned after the orte instituted at Army Medical Center, Washington,
·o.-c. ·, and ·grew rapidly until it had a membership of -around 1500. It was the· first
church of thi~ scope ~nd character in the history of .the worid. Huritjreds of men
~ho never b~fore had taken a stand for Christ ~cknowledged him and were b~ptised
_, by ·a :, Chaplain of · their own faith, then publicly received into the Ch~rch member. shiP:•• •. The· good this unique organization accomplished is bey·o nd human est:imate • .
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The Jap.a nese w:ould not permit the Chaplains to leave camp either on local details .
or unde_~ - permanen.t transfer until the middle of 1944 • . Constantly groups of :men,. .
- 17 ~: . · ·
• -;-; .
... .·. ~. :~:.
1.·· ·: ·

as high as 800

at a time, were sent out to work on local air fields and before June 44

· thousands were sent to Japan or Manchuria. Every time a group left, the Chaplains appealed to the Japanese mission to go along and care for the spiritual needs of these men. In
each instance the appeal was denied. The Protestant camp church met the challenge by tr a ining laymen for spiritual leadership through Bible study. One man in each out- going group
was appointed spiritual leader. He was [urnish e ci with as many copies of the New Test arrt e nt
as could be spared, a supply having been sent f r om Ma nila by the American Bible Society.
These were insufficient and had to be used s paringly. Each leader was also furnished ~~p ies of the baptismal & burial services. IL wa s lc;-irned later from sick and injured m1:.: n
who returned from these details that these s e rvic es held by laymen we r e a source of g re a t
consolation and strength.
Memorial Day, May 30, 43, the Japs permitt ed camp se rvices at the cem e t e r y. Eve r y ma r.
in camp wanted to attend this sp ec ial cer emony bu t only 1 500 were allo wed to g o. All Gut
a small group of Chaplains were lined up o utsi d e the c eme tery fence. A c horus san g '' Ro c k
of Ages" •••••••• • •• (We are very sorry but the n ex t page was not received f rom t he Ar chi ve ~
so we will pick up on the following page ~)
On

The ban against prisoners receiving mail or p ackage s still persisted through 1 943 , but
this year each man was allowed to send a messag e of 25 words to his family eve ry 2 months.
The restrictions laid down by the Japinese as to waht they might mention on th e se car d s,
as well as the necessity for c onfining their messa g es to 25 words, naturally made it impossible for them to send very satisfactory news of themselves. But it was a comfort to
the men to be able to send even that limited amount of direct n ews, and just as heartening
to their families to receive i t. As a matter of fact, however , many of these messages
never reached those at home. Some of it was probably lost in the mazes of censorship , while
some went down with the Japanese ships that were sunk by the Americans, and a great deal
was no doubt simply never sen~ by the Japanese.
In Jan 44 the prisoners at Cabanatuan received a telegram from the American, Red Cross wishing them a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, and in March of that same year a nurpber
of packages of mail arrived for them. A,.though th i s mail had already been censored at 2 or
3 other places, the Japanese camp authorities decided that they should censor it again.
Since they had only 1 officer to do the censoring, the task necessarily proceeded at a
very slow pace, with the result that the mail trickled out to the prisoners at first at
the rate of only 50 to 75 letters a day. By Sep 44, from JOO to 400 letters were being i~sued every day, and by Oct all of the letters that had been received up to that time had
been censored and delivered to the prisoners. Unfortunately, several shiploads of prisoners had been sent from the camp to Japan during the intervening months, and many of the
men therefore did not receive their. mail.
In Mar 44 the prisoners received packages from home. In most instances only one package
was delivered to each prisoner. These packages had been allowed to lie around in the warehouse in Man~la io long that only about 10% of them were in good condition, or their contents fit for use, whenthey were delivered.
Restrictions were lightened this year to permit the prisoners to send out 1 card every
month, instead of every 2 months, as in the previous year. Limitations as to the number
pf words and the type of .message that could be sent still persisted, how~ver.

'·.

·., Several shipments were removed from Cabanatuan in 1942, one detai 1 of approximately 400
· technicians having been sent out almost immediately after their arrival in June 42, preS\linably . to Japan. In Oct· 42 abe>.u t 1,000 men were sent to Japan, and the same number to
Davao Prison Camp, in the southern part of the Islands, where they formed the nucleus of
the, Davao Prison Camp. Smaller details were also sent to Bataan, and to the airfields in
and · around Mani la . ·
Several more larg~ shipments o( prisoners left the crunp in 1943. Their destination was unknown, · ·but from later reports it is believed that the larger details, after having been
cleared through Bilibid Prison, were sent to the Japanese pome islands, while the men in
the sm~iller details were used on local projects ·, such as b.~i.dge building, road repairing,
and sal'vag_e wo:rk. It is known that these smaller det.ai ls were later sent to Bi libid, and
from- thence to . Japan. As a result of these mass movement;.s .of prisoners _from Cabanatuan, .
· the:· p~~ ul'atioi\' c,f t~e canip dropped by the end of 1943 to approxima~ely 4_,_000.
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Early in 1944 several large groups of prisoners, mostly skilled mechanics, technicians,

'

and common laborers, were shipped out ot the camp, where, is not known, although it is
presumed that they, too went to Japan.
The men were selected by lot by the American
administration, and examined by both American and Japanese doctors.
In the event that
any man was rejected by either of the two examining physicians he was replaced by a
prisoner from a group of alternates also chosen by the American administrative staff. Part
of each detail--about 10%, in f a ct--was also made up of prisoners who volunteered for the
job.
By Sep 1944 the population of the camp had been r ed uced to approximately 32 0 0, in c ludin g
the hospital patients. Then the first Ameri c an pl an es appeared over Luzon, wh e r e upon th ~
Japanese camp authorities began to make hurried pr e paratio_ns to' evacuate the c amp. Th a t
same month a detail of almost 1,000 prisoners was s e n t to Manila, and from th e re to Jap a n.
(Further details about this group will be r e lat e d in the report on the Bilibid Pris o n
Camp.)
In October the entire camp was evacuated, exce pt for 511 permanently disabled
men, who remained at Cabanatuan until th e y were liberated by the United States Ran g ers
in January 1945. The 1700 men removed from the camp were taken by truck to Bil ibid P rison
Camp, and later sent to Japan.
Conclusions:
1.
Starvation, "nutritional and actual" was present among American Prisoners of War in
the Philippines in 1942 and was the direct cause of the great majority of the excessively
large number of deaths which occurred.

2. On changing from a balanced diet, at the beginning of the war, to a nutritionally
deficient one, Beri-beri was the first nutritional disease observed, occurring after 3
months departure from a balanced <liet; Pellagra was observed after 9 months ; Ariboflavinosis after 9 months and Scurvy was still questionable after 9 months and be g an to definately appear in ten months. Xerophthalre~a and nystalopia although difficult to diagnose
microscopically was definitely present in ten months and very severe thereafter, increasing in intensity to complete blindness in many cases, cleared up by massive doses of
Vitamin A and thiamin.
Severe and sharp "shooting" pains in the feet and legs developed during the winter months
of 1942-43 and resulted in gangrene of the toes and many deaths. It was definitely cleared
up by great doses of thiamin in test cases, administered intra-spinally and intra-muscularly.

4. The efficiency and fighting capacity of the Filipino-American . troops in Bataan was
markedly lowered by a very poor diet, affecting military capabilities, their morale, and
fighting capacity.
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